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Executive Summary
With the Digital Services Act ( DSA ), for the first time, the European Union ( EU ) will 

have common rules for platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, Amazon and also 

smaller online services. While the DSA has some weaknesses, it is still an important 

step toward a “transparent and safe online environment” for people in Europe, as 

the document itself states. For example, it obliges platforms to facilitate user com-

plaints and to deal more transparently with online advertising. Researchers are to 

be given access to platform data to better understand content moderation and dele-

tion, for example. But as helpful as these innovations are: Even the best rules are of 

little use if no one enforces them. The most pressing question is therefore: Who will 

ensure that platforms follow the DSA's rules?

For very large platforms, it is mainly the European Commission that will be respon-

sible. For all other digital services, member states will have to ensure that the rules 

are followed. For this purpose, each country must appoint a “Digital Services Coordi-

nator” ( DSC ). The DSC not only coordinates all national and European authorities on 

the DSA, but is also involved in supervision. The DSC therefore has a central role to 

play, which is why answering the question as to who in the member states will take 

on this task is so significant.

In Germany, it is still unclear who will monitor compliance with the DSA and take 

over the function of the DSC. A whole range of German authorities and institutions 

are involved with platform regulation issues, but on their own, no body fulfills all the 

requirements. This is not surprising, as new laws often require new responsibilities 

and resources. But for the German government and German parliamentarians, there 

is now a need to re-think platform oversight in Germany.

It seems obvious to start by looking at existing authorities in the search for a suit-

able platform oversight body. But leaving it at that would be a missed opportunity. 

Instead of asking which entity is most likely to meet the requirements of the DSA, 

the question should be: How can the best possible authority be created? Policy mak-

ers in Germany should seize the opportunity to reform platform oversight. Not only 

is this urgently needed anyways, but the timing is better than ever: The DSA is far 

from the only EU legislative project on platforms and the data economy; others have 

recently been passed ( Digital Markets Act ) or are in the works ( Artificial Intelligence 

Act ). In addition, the German government has set out to revise media and telecom-

munications legislation.

If the federal government is serious about strong platform oversight, it should spe-

cifically develop new and combine existing competences at the DSC to create a spe-

cialized, independent oversight body. This authority could focus on the specifics of 
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algorithmic content moderation or recommender systems, among other things, with-

out simultaneously having to continue to perform its traditional tasks. Recognizing 

in this way that a separate supervisory body makes sense for digital services – as 

is the case for many other industries – would strengthen the implementation of the 

DSA. It would also be a first step toward resolving the general reform backlog in 

platform regulation in Germany. Such a technically strong and well-equipped inde-

pendent authority is needed to supervise platforms in Germany and to provide the 

best possible support to the Commission at the EU level.

This paper was originally published in May 2022, prior to the final votes on the DSA. 

The information on the wording and articles of the DSA has been adapted to the law's 

final text version.
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1. Introduction
In the European Union ( EU ), consistent rules, some of them entirely untested, will 

soon apply to digital platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, YouTube and also online 

marketplaces such as Amazon. The EU no longer wants the regulation of such plat-

forms to focus solely on the moderation and deletion of certain content ( although 

there are new rules on this as well ). Instead, the Digital Services Act ( DSA ) intro-

duces corporate due diligence requirements that demand more transparency and 

accountability from platforms. Very large platforms are required to report regularly 

on risks associated with their business practices. In addition, in certain cases, they 

must grant researchers access to platform data, so that scientists can better under-

stand how the platforms' algorithms work, for example. Online advertising should 

be more clearly labeled and platforms must offer citizens the opportunity to report 

potentially illegal content quickly and easily. There will also be complaints offices in 

the member states for users to report violations of the DSA. The set of rules will most 

likely have an enormous impact on the online space in which many people move 

every day. Many of the rules have not previously been in place across the EU. There 

is also little experience in the member states themselves. Therefore, it is now nec-

essary to clarify who will implement the rules and ensure that platforms adhere to 

them.

For millions of internet users in the EU, the question of oversight and enforcement 

will show how well the DSA actually works in everyday life. The best rules are of little 

use if platforms can easily circumvent them or if it is difficult to sanction non-com-

pliance – for example, because individual authorities are too weak or European-lev-

el supervision is too full of holes. Such problems have been observed for years in 

European data protection, where progressive rules exist but enforcement is poor. In 

the DSA, too, there is a risk that without strong, consistent enforcement, the EU's 

ambitious goal of ensuring a “transparent and safe online environment” ( as the DSA 

states ) will fall flat. In the law, therefore, oversight structures are spelled out that 

differ considerably from those applying to data protection rules. The European Com-

mission and national authorities are to implement the rules jointly, instead of relying 

mostly on individual public authorities. The Commission plays an important role in 

supervising very large online platforms, while bodies at the national level are re-

sponsible for smaller platforms. Each member state must designate an authority to 

coordinate enforcement of the DSA – both between authorities within the country 

and at the European level. This body can be an existing one or newly created. It is 

supposed to take on the role of the “Digital Services Coordinator” ( DSC ). But the 

name is deceptive, because the DSC is more than just a coordinator: It also has spe-

cific oversight tasks.
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Who can and should be the DSC in Germany? The German government will have to 

answer this question. The Federal Ministry for Digital and Transport ( “Bundesmin-

isterium für Digitales und Verkehr”, BMDV ) will be primarily responsible for this, be-

cause it is in charge of the DSA. The ministry will submit a draft law proposing a 

potential DSC, and this proposal will then be discussed in the German parliament 

( “Deutscher Bundestag” ).

The establishment of the DSC will be a central tech policy issue for the German gov-

ernment, as this authority will play an important role in the oversight of digital plat-

forms that shape the everyday lives of virtually all German citizens and companies. 

In addition to its important role, three other reasons create a certain urgency to an-

swer the question of who is to be the DSC:

• First, there are already German authorities overseeing platforms under German 

law. For example, the country was one of the first to introduce regulatory frame-

works for content moderation and deletion as well as obligations for transparen-

cy reports and explanations of recommender systems. The extent to which these 

oversight structures have proven their worth and how they might fit into the DSA 

( and also other European and German legislative projects on platforms ) needs to 

be clarified.

• Second, the DSA encompasses many other topics that are scattered across dif-

ferent policy areas and political levels in Germany or for which no authorities are 

responsible at all as of now. Responsibilities must be distributed and expertise 

developed for these topics.

• Third, there are deadlines. The DSA is to apply from 2024 at the latest. In the 

meantime, Germany must have found a DSC and made it operational.

A first step in determining the DSC is to take stock and analyze which tasks it has 

to fulfill, to what extent German institutions are already fulfilling these tasks and 

where gaps exist. In a subsequent step, the DSC's concrete design must be found.

This text mainly deals with the first step: It first explains what the DSC is supposed 

to do and why it is so important ( chapter 2 ). From this, it becomes clear that the DSC 

is more than just a coordinator because, in addition to coordination tasks, it must 

also perform supervisory tasks. Then the text provides an overview of German plat-

form oversight, analyzes its strengths and weaknesses and shows which questions 

remain open ( chapter 3 ). The most important conclusion from this analysis is that 

none of the existing bodies can take on the task of the DSC on its own and without 

considerably expanding its competences. This in turn leads to two options for the 

DSC: a “weak” DSC that is mainly focused on coordinating and a “strong” DSC that 

can handle the important oversight tasks ( chapter 4 ).
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German legislators should now seize the opportunity to create a strong, independ-

ent DSC and thus strengthen platform oversight in Germany as a whole. The DSA 

provides an impetus to consider not only its own platform regulation rules, but also 

other EU proposals such as the Artificial Intelligence Act as well as long-discussed 

reform plans for German digital and media policy. That is why now is such a good 

time to reorganize German regulatory structures instead of cementing the status 

quo, which is partly characterized by coordination difficulties and turf battles. Fur-

ther analyses of legal and political issues are necessary for the development of new 

platform oversight structures. SNV will also accompany this second step with con-

crete proposals in the future.
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2. The “Digital Services Coordinator” ( DSC ): 
Tasks and requirements

 
In a nutshell  
The DSC has an important function in German and European platform supervi-

sion. It is more than just a coordinator for the DSA. Coordination is indeed one 

of the most important tasks for this authority – it must ensure the exchange 

of information between authorities at the state, federal and EU levels in sev-

eral policy and legal fields. But it is also the point of contact for citizens and 

researchers. Enforcing the DSA regarding very large platforms is mainly the 

Commission's responsibility but the DSC also plays a role here. In addition, the 

DSC is responsible for ensuring that smaller platforms comply with the rules.  

The DSA sets out rules for digital services and platforms. For the first time, it creates 

EU-wide regulation that goes beyond the previously valid rules on platform liability. 

The law contains requirements on reporting mechanisms for illegal content, trans-

parency of online advertising and access to platform data for researchers. Some of 

the planned rules will only apply to so-called “very large online platforms and search 

engines”. These are platforms and search engines with at least 45 million monthly 

users in the EU. A detailed analysis of which criteria should apply to distinguish be-

tween platforms, which due diligence rules exist in detail and how these could be 

improved cannot and will not be undertaken here. It is sufficient to note that the DSA 

covers platforms of very different types and sizes, from cloud providers to online 

marketplaces, social networks, video sharing sites and search engines.

For all these services, the DSA aims to create a “transparent and safe online en-

vironment” – as one of its chapter headings puts it. What makes the online space 

of EU citizens “transparent and safe” is interpreted broadly in the legal text. It can 

mean, for example, easily accessible and understandable information about how 

social media networks' algorithmic recommender systems work. Product safety 

can also be meant, for example, when it comes to counterfeit or unsafe products 

on online marketplaces. The protection of fundamental rights is also covered: The 

DSA stipulates that major platforms must prepare reports in which they explain po-

tential risks to privacy and freedom of expression, for example. The DSA thus goes 

well beyond issues of platform liability, which formed the core of the E-Commerce 

Directive from 2000. The DSA updates and expands the directive and revolves more 

around transparency obligations. It thus touches on many different topics, such as 

consumer protection, data privacy, media regulation and telecommunications law.1

1 Cf. on the interlinking of different policy areas with regard to platforms Australian Competition and Consumer Com-
mission, “Digital Platforms Inquiry – Final Report” ( Canberra: Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 
July 26, 2019 ), 5; Torsten J. Gerpott, “Wer reguliert zukünftig Betreiber großer Online-Plattformen? Aufsichtssys-
teme in den Vorschlägen der Europäischen Kommission für Gesetze über digitale Märkte und über digitale Dienste,” 
Wirtschaft und Wettbewerb 71, no. 9 ( July 1, 2021 ): 486.

https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Digital%20platforms%20inquiry%20-%20final%20report.pdf
https://www.genios.de/fachzeitschriften/artikel/WUWE/20210903/wer-reguliert-zukuenftig-betreiber-/WUWWUW1369266.html
https://www.genios.de/fachzeitschriften/artikel/WUWE/20210903/wer-reguliert-zukuenftig-betreiber-/WUWWUW1369266.html
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Oversight of such diverse platforms' compliance with rules on such diverse topics 

is to rest with national authorities and the European Commission. The Commission 

largely takes over the supervision of “very large online platforms and search engines”. 

For “not very large” online platforms and search engines, member states are respon-

sible ( with very small platforms being exempt from DSA rules ). Each member state 

must designate which authorities are responsible for enforcing the rules. Because 

the DSA touches on so many issues, in most member states, many different author-

ities come into question for this. Therefore, countries must additionally determine 

which national authority will have lead responsibility for oversight and enforcement 

as a so-called “Digital Services Coordinator” ( DSC ). That means it is possible that 

rules from the DSA will be enforced by several authorities in one member state. In 

this context, the DSC is a kind of first point of contact for enforcement and a hub for 

EU-wide coordination. It is also explicitly assigned certain enforcement tasks. Two 

broad areas of responsibility for the DSC can be described ( see figure 1 ):
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Figure 1: Tasks for the DSC

1. Supervision and enforcement

For “not very large” online platforms: Responsible for all rules if member state does not give responsibility to 
other national authority ( Art. 56( 1 ) )

For very large online platforms: Responsible for some rules, if the Commission has not previously taken action 
itself and if member state does not give responsibility to other national authority ( Art. 56( 4 ) )

Explicitly responsible for certain rules and obligations:

• Approving of out-of-court dispute settlement bodies ( Art. 21( 3 ) )

• Approving and, if necessary, revoking trusted flaggers ( Art. 22( 2 ) )

• Complaints body for users in the EU ( Art. 53 )

• Determining platforms' sizes* ( Art. 33( 4 ) )

• For very large online platforms: Receiving and using platform data ( Art. 40( 1 ) )

• For very large online platforms: Vetting of researchers requesting access to platform data  
( Art. 40( 4 ), 40( 8 ), 40( 9 ) )

• For very large online platforms: Recommendation of the Board to the Commission, allowing it to demand 
 special measures in crisis situations ( Art. 36( 1 ) )

• For very large online platforms: Development of guidelines for risk mitigation* ( Art. 35( 3 ) )

• Optional: Development of voluntary standards, e.g., on protection of minors, audits** ( Art. 44 )

• Documentation and reporting, e.g., on own activities, out-of-court dispute settlement ( Art. 55, 21(  4  ) )

2. Coordination and cooperation

Coordination and cooperation within the EU:

• Contact point for and cooperation with Commission ( Art. 49( 2 ), 64( 4 ) )

• Voting member of the European Board for Digital Services ( = advisory body of all DSCs chaired by the 
 Commission ) ( Art. 62, 63 )

• Cross-border cooperation with other DSCs ( Art. 58 )

• Joint investigations on platforms with other DSCs ( Art. 60 )

• Information exchange with other DSCs, national authorities, Board and Commission; in particular on 
 requirements against illegal content ( Art. 61, 65, 66, 85 )

Coordination and cooperation within the member state:

• Coordination of all competent authorities dealing with enforcement of the DSA ( Art. 49( 2 ) )

 

The DSC is therefore not just a coordinator, but is involved in enforcing the DSA, too. 

A closer look at the supervisory tasks illustrates this ( see figure 2 ). The DSA provides 

for special “due diligence obligations” that apply specifically to very large online 

platforms ( Articles 33 to 43 ). For example, such large platforms must prepare risk 

reports, have enhanced transparency obligations and must create a database of all 

online advertisements. But these due diligence requirements are only at the top of 

the DSA pyramid: The basis of the framework is formed by rules that apply not only to 

*together with the Commission

**via Commission with involvement 
of the Board, which brings 

together all DSCs
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very large online platforms, but to all online platforms ( Articles 8 to 28; exemptions 

for very small platforms apply ). These rules stipulate, among other things, that plat-

forms must have reporting channels for potentially illegal content, that they must 

explain their algorithmic and human content moderation in an understandable way, 

and that they must produce transparency reports on this.

Figure 2: Division of labor according to Art. 56

Very large online platforms All other platforms but very large 
ones

Due diligence obligations 
specifically for very large online 
platforms 

( Art. 33–43, incl. risk assess-
ments, ad databases, audits )

European Commission /

All other rules and due diligence 
obligations 

( Art. 8–28, incl. notice-and-ac-
tion mechanisms, transparency 
reports, trusted flaggers )

European Commission ( DSC and/
or other national authorities, if 
the Commission has not become 
active itself )

DSC and/or other national 
authorities

The role of the DSC as an important pillar of enforcement also becomes clear when 

considering the criteria it must meet. According to the DSA, each member state 

must ensure that its DSC is independent, well-equipped, transparent and has cer-

tain competences ( see figure 3 ). These requirements also apply to all other national 

authorities tasked with enforcing the DSA.
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Figure 3: Requirements for the DSC

Independence

“complete independence” without any outside interference ( Art. 50( 2 ) )

No instructions from any other public or private organization ( Art. 50( 2 ) )

Transparency

Annual reporting obligation ( Art. 55 )

Resources

“technical, financial and human resources” necessary for adequate oversight ( Art. 50( 1 ) )

Powers

Investigative powers Enforcement powers

Request of platforms to provide documents  
( Art. 51( 1 )( a ) )

Making platforms' commitments binding  
( Art. 51( 2 )( a ) )

On-site inspections at platforms ( Art. 41( 1 )( b ) ) Order cessation of infringements ( Art. 51( 2 )( b ) )

Interviews with platform staff ( Art. 41( 1 )( c ) ) Fines and penalty payments ( Art. 51( 2 )( c ) )

Interim measures ( including possibly requesting 
platform management to create and report on 
an  action plan; if necessary, requesting judicial 
 authority to temporarily restrict access to platform )  
( Art. 51( 2 )( d ) )

Behind the individual tasks and powers lie important broader questions that mem-

ber states need to answer: What should a complaints body for citizens look like? 

What needs to be done to establish a system for vetting trusted flaggers for illegal 

content? What exactly does “independence” in the case of the DSC mean and how 

can it be ensured? Which possibilities for coordination and information exchange 

already exist, which ones need to be created and how? Such questions arise in all 

EU member states. What is peculiar in Germany, is that the country has already de-

veloped some legal regulations on platform regulation and must now consider how 

these can be brought in line with the DSA. In addition, the federal system raises 

questions about how authorities at different political levels may and can cooperate.
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3. Platform oversight in Germany
 
In a nutshell  
Taken on its own, no German body can take on all the functions of the DSC 

without comprehensive adjustments. This is not surprising: New laws often 

require new expertise and powers. Knowledge on some of the topics covered in 

the DSA already exists among German authorities. However, this is distributed 

among various agencies and needs to be significantly expanded. A holistic ap-

proach to platform supervision, which the DSA encourages, does not yet exist. 

Germany has undertaken several legal reforms in recent years that provide for 

stronger and more specialized oversight of platforms. As a result, some of the rules 

of the DSA are already being tested in Germany, such as those for transparency re-

ports on content moderation. In addition, there are bodies that address specific is-

sues from the DSA, for example, the platforms' self-regulatory bodies that provide a 

reporting system to check potentially illegal content.

German laws and institutions on digital platforms span many different regulatory 

fields, from media regulation to competition to the protection of minors. An over-

view of some of the authorities and associations working on this can be found in the 

 appendix. It lists facts and figures as well as an analysis of the bodies with a view to 

the requirements of the DSA. In the following two sections, this analysis is put into 

the context of the tasks and the requirements that the DSC must fulfill ( see chap-

ter 2 ). A key finding is that there is already experience in dealing with platforms in 

Germany, but at the same time, no single authority can fulfill all the requirements of 

the DSA.2

3.1. What expertise on the tasks of the DSC   
exists in Germany, where are gaps?

Supervision and enforcement

By making the term “coordinator” part of the name of the new position, the aspect 

of coordination at the DSC is emphasized. However, the DSC is not only supposed to 

coordinate the enforcement of the DSA, but also takes on enforcement responsibili-

ties itself. For those platforms that are not considered “very large”, the DSC provides 

2 Cf. Gerpott, “Wer reguliert zukünftig Betreiber großer Online-Plattformen? Aufsichtssysteme in den Vorschlägen der 
Europäischen Kommission für Gesetze über digitale Märkte und über digitale Dienste,” 486.

https://www.genios.de/fachzeitschriften/artikel/WUWE/20210903/wer-reguliert-zukuenftig-betreiber-/WUWWUW1369266.html
https://www.genios.de/fachzeitschriften/artikel/WUWE/20210903/wer-reguliert-zukuenftig-betreiber-/WUWWUW1369266.html
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oversight, and it may also be involved in oversight for “very large” online platforms 

( figures 1 and 2 in chapter 2 ). In addition, there are specific areas of responsibility 

in which the DSC is to be active, regardless of platform size. In Germany, expertise 

in some areas the DSA covers is missing, while in others, it is scattered across many 

bodies. This means that a holistic view of platform supervision, which the DSA at the 

very least encourages, is lacking.

An important task of the DSC concerns data access and analysis. There is little ex-

perience in this area in Germany to date, which is why existing structures would have 

to be significantly expanded. The DSC must be able to request and analyze large 

amounts of data from platforms. The DSA stipulates that, upon request, very large 

platforms must provide data so that the DSC where the platform is headquartered 

and also external researchers can conduct investigations. In the past, misconduct 

by tech companies mainly came to light when journalists or researchers obtained 

internal data through leaks or whistleblowers. For example, Sophie Zhang exposed 

misconduct at Facebook in dealing with disinformation3 and Frances Haugen de-

nounced the platform for condoning the potential negative impact of its service on 

minors4 . The DSA is intended to make it easier to obtain data from the platforms and 

thus better understand how they work, which should ultimately also help to improve 

the rules for content moderation and transparency, among others, in the long term. 

Even considering that many very large platforms do not have their headquarters in 

Germany: Which authority would even be able to handle large amounts of data, ana-

lyze it and draw conclusions from it?

In many German authorities, data-driven regulation is still in its infancy. The need 

for and potential of data science in regulatory agencies is recognized, but the struc-

tures for it are still being built in many cases. One example of an agency that already 

works with data and is expanding these activities is the Federal Network Agency for 

Electricity, Gas, Telecommunications, Posts and Railway ( “Bundesnetzagentur für 

Elektrizität, Gas, Telekommunikation, Post und Eisenbahnen”, BNetzA ). For example, 

it receives extensive data sets as part of market analyses. Moreover, a sub-depart-

ment is being set up there specifically to focus more on data science: In addition to 

the historically established sector-specific oversight tasks for electricity grids or 

telecommunications, the “Internet, Digitization Issues” sub-department now does 

not look at individual sectors, but rather works on studies and market analyses on 

platforms or certain topics such as “artificial intelligence”, independently of pre-

existing regulatory rules. Other agencies also work with large data sets and their 

own databases, for example, the media authorities with their media database or the 

3 Julia Carrie Wong, “How Facebook Let Fake Engagement Distort Global Politics: A Whistleblower's Account,” The 
Guardian, April 12, 2021.

4 Simon Hurtz et al., “Facebook Files: Die Erkenntnisse aus den internen Dokumenten,” Süddeutsche Zeitung, October 
25, 2021.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/apr/12/facebook-fake-engagement-whistleblower-sophie-zhang
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/kultur/facebook-files-mark-zuckerberg-1.5448206
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market observations conducted at the Federation of German Consumer Organisa-

tions ( “Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband”, vzbv ). Such expertise would need to 

be significantly expanded so that data can be used to better understand systems 

for content moderation, algorithmic recommendations or the placement of online 

advertising. This requires specialized experts in computer and data science5. In ad-

dition, practical experience and knowledge of sociology, anti-discrimination, human 

rights and psychology are also needed. Apart from the necessary expertise, there 

must also be the motivation to request and evaluate platform data, which has so far 

rarely been part of the self-image of German authorities.

However, it is not only the DSC that will be able to request platform data in the fu-

ture. One of the most important innovations of the DSA is that researchers will also 

have this option.6 Here, too, the DSC has a role to play: Before researchers can obtain 

data, the DSC must vet the applicants, for example, by checking the data protection 

concepts and research purposes. Such prior checking of researchers for data use 

is not yet provided for in German law, at least not by authorities. Each platform can 

decide according to its own rules whether to make data available and, if so, to whom 

and in what way. There are guidelines in Germany on how to deal with requests for 

data access. However, firstly, it is up to the companies and not the authorities to 

check these requests and, secondly, there is hardly any experience to date in this 

regard, as the rules have only been in force since the beginning of 2022 ( based on 

the Network Enforcement Act; see below ). An indirect link to the vetting process 

are certification procedures, for example, at the BNetzA or at the media authorities, 

although these often involve technical systems, for instance, regarding age verifi-

cation, and not people. This means there is also a competence gap in Germany with 

regard to vetting research proposals. Here, it might be worth taking a look at the 

strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches taken by tech companies.

Shaping the rules on data access is thus an important task specifically assigned to 

the DSC, and one for which there is no long-standing experience in Germany. Exper-

tise already exists on other supervisory tasks of the DSA, although this expertise 

is spread among several bodies and only covers parts of the DSA in each case. For 

instance, this is true for the issue of content moderation and the removal of possible 

illegal content.

The DSA stipulates that platforms must explain their content moderation to users in 

a comprehensible way and report on it annually. There should also be notice-and-ac-

5 Cf. Tommaso Valletti in Adam Satariano, “E.U. Takes Aim at Social Media's Harms With Landmark New Law,” The New 
York Times, April 22, 2022; Alex C. Engler, “Regieren braucht Datenwissenschaft,” Tagesspiegel Background Digital-
isierung & KI, March 24, 2022; Giorgio Monti and Alexandre de Streel, “Improving EU Institutional Design to Better 
Supervise Digital Platforms” ( Brussels: Centre on Regulation in Europe ( CERRE ), January 17, 2022 ).

6 Cf. Alexander Wehde, “Datenzugang über Art. 31 Abs. 2 DSA-E,” Beilage zu MMR 9 ( 2022 ).

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/22/technology/european-union-social-media-law.html
https://background.tagesspiegel.de/digitalisierung/regieren-braucht-datenwissenschaft
https://cerre.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/20220117_CERRE_Report_Improving-EU-Institutional-Design_Final.pdf
https://cerre.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/20220117_CERRE_Report_Improving-EU-Institutional-Design_Final.pdf
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tion mechanisms for potentially illegal content. If platforms have been informed by 

authorities about illegal content, the companies must delete this content. These 

rules affect many authorities and areas of law in Germany – they may have to do 

with product safety, freedom of expression, other fundamental rights protections, 

the criminal code or all of the above. Different sets of rules and authorities deal with 

these diverse aspects. Some important German laws that touch on these parts of 

the DSA are the Interstate Media Treaty ( “Medienstaatsvertrag”, MStV ), the Network 

Enforcement Act ( “Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz”, NetzDG ) and the Protection of 

Young Persons Act ( “Jugendschutzgesetz”, JuSchG ). They explicitly address some 

types of online platforms that are also covered in the DSA. Based on these laws, the 

strengths and weaknesses of German platform supervision become visible.

The MStV is the key piece of legislation on media regulation in Germany. It is an “in-

terstate treaty” because it is agreed upon by the German federal states. After years 

of reform, it came into force at the end of 2020, with some of the associated stat-

utes not coming into force until the beginning of 2022. With this reform, state media 

authorities are responsible for “media intermediaries” for the first time, a definition 

that partly overlaps with “online platforms” from the DSA. Media intermediaries in-

clude social networks, video portals and search engines, but not online marketplac-

es, which are also covered in the DSA. For example, the media agencies are to ensure 

that these services explain their recommendation systems. In contrast to the broad-

er goals of the DSA, however, this transparency requirement is mainly about ensur-

ing media pluralism and diversity of opinion. Other issues of fundamental rights 

protection are not explicitly addressed, whereas this is the case for the DSA, which 

refers to all fundamental rights and specifically mentions consumer protection and 

the right to privacy, for instance.

The Federal Office of Justice ( “Bundesamt für Justiz”, BfJ ) also focuses explicitly on 

the supervision of online platforms due to the NetzDG.7 The NetzDG uses the term 

online platforms to refer to social networks and not online marketplaces, which are 

also covered by the DSA. Since 2017, the NetzDG has stipulated, among other things, 

that certain platforms must provide users with notice-and-action mechanisms for 

potentially illegal content and submit reports on content moderation and deletion. 

The BfJ is supposed to ensure compliance with the rules, but for a long time had only 

limited powers to do so. It was only through a subsequent NetzDG reform, which has 

been in force since the end of 2021, that the BfJ was given any supervisory powers 

at all for online platforms. Before that, the office was a “prosecuting authority” and 

therefore was not allowed to actively contact tech companies on regulatory matters, 

but only to communicate with them in lengthy, formal processes regarding possible 

7 I would like to thank Dr. Daniel Holznagel, Dr. Matthias C. Kettemann and Marie-Therese Sekwenz for comments on 
previous drafts of the text, especially concerning these points on the NetzDG.
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violations of the law.8 This weakened NetzDG oversight for a long time.9 But there 

were weaknesses even in the measures that were allowed before the reform: For 

instance, the BfJ imposed a fine on Facebook, but the corporation refused to pay it 

for years without any consequences.10

Unlike the BfJ, the Federal Agency for Youth Media Protection ( “Bundeszentrale 

für Kinder- und Jugendmedienschutz”, BzKJ ) is explicitly following a regulatory ap-

proach focused on a dialogue with companies. It is based on the Protection of Young 

Persons Act, which came into force in 2021 after long and sometimes conflictual 

discussions between the federal and state governments. Similar to the state media 

authorities, the thematic focus here is very narrow, as it deals exclusively with the 

protection of children and young people regarding media.

These examples highlight that there is an awareness in Germany for the need for 

separate rules for platforms. This is fundamentally in line with the DSA. In addition, 

the laws have had the effect of building up specialized expertise on platforms in the 

relevant authorities. This also applies to other authorities, for example, the BNetzA 

and also the Federal Cartel Office ( “Bundeskartellamt”, BKartA ). However, weak-

nesses also become apparent when the tasks of the DSC are considered: One lesson 

from the development of the BfJ is that the DSC should be allowed to communicate 

with platforms and needs sufficient clout to be able to assert itself against them, 

if necessary. Media regulation and youth media protection are concerned with key 

aspects of protection of fundamental rights on platforms, which is in line with the 

goals of the DSA. However, they only cover partial aspects of the DSA, which goes 

beyond social networks and beyond issues of media pluralism and youth media pro-

tection. Another challenge for the DSC is to take into account the special features of 

smaller platforms. In Germany, platform oversight often focuses on very large online 

platforms, but after the entry into force of the DSA, these are to be supervised main-

ly by the Commission. This is the case, for example, with the BKartA, where the field 

of activity, by its very nature, mostly encompasses larger companies and corporate 

mergers. After the entry into force of the Interstate Media Treaty, the media author-

ities also focused their attention on very large platforms11 on the one hand and on 

individual blogs and websites12 on the other. Yet, in Germany, there are also many 

smaller social networks and online marketplaces that could be affected by the rules 

8 Katrin Gessinger, “Weitere Vorgaben im Kampf gegen den digitalen Hass: Zur Novellierung des NetzDG im Jahr 
2021,” Kriminalpolitische Zeitschrift, no. 6 ( 2021 ): 364–71.

9 Martin Eifert et al., “Evaluation des NetzDG im Auftrag des BMJV” ( Berlin: Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 2020 ), 
143–44, 153.

10 Tomas Rudl, “Blackbox: Wie Facebook das NetzDG aushöhlt,” netzpolitik.org, February 26, 2021; Torben Klausa, 
“Hass im Netz: Facebook zahlte fünf Millionen Euro Strafe,” FinanzNachrichten.de, September 3, 2021.

11 See, for example, Medienanstalt Hamburg / Schleswig-Holstein, “Kooperation Google mit Bundesministerium für 
Gesundheit: MA HSH leitet medienrechtliches Verfahren ein,” December 17, 2020.

12 Die Medienanstalten, “In den Blick genommen: Journalistische Sorgfaltspflichten im Netz,” February 12, 2021.

https://kripoz.de/2021/11/30/weitere-vorgaben-im-kampf-gegen-den-digitalen-hass-zur-novellierung-des-netzdg-im-jahr-2021/
https://kripoz.de/2021/11/30/weitere-vorgaben-im-kampf-gegen-den-digitalen-hass-zur-novellierung-des-netzdg-im-jahr-2021/
https://www.bmjv.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/News/PM/090920_Juristisches_Gutachten_Netz.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=3
https://netzpolitik.org/2021/blackbox-wie-facebook-das-netzdg-aushoehlt/
https://www.finanznachrichten.de/nachrichten-2021-09/53849989-hass-im-netz-facebook-zahlte-fuenf-millionen-euro-strafe-007.htm
https://www.ma-hsh.de/infothek/pressemitteilung/kooperation-google-mit-bundesministerium-fur-gesundheitma-hsh-leitet-medienrechtliches-verfahren-ein.html
https://www.ma-hsh.de/infothek/pressemitteilung/kooperation-google-mit-bundesministerium-fur-gesundheitma-hsh-leitet-medienrechtliches-verfahren-ein.html
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/service/pressemitteilungen/meldung?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=4901&cHash=eb27407be187e7ecaf3bea29874fb952
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of the DSA. Unlike large, global tech corporations, they are less in the spotlight, often 

follow in the tradition of medium-sized businesses ( “Mittelstand” ) and have fewer 

resources for political and economic networking.13 Even more than larger platforms, 

they could benefit from exchanges with an authority that knows these conditions 

and takes them into account in its own communications work.

Considering this, it becomes clear that there are promising approaches to platform 

oversight in several places in Germany, be it the development of data-based super-

vision, be it on important topics covered in the DSA, be it on regulation that relies on 

a dialogue with platforms. However, there is a lack of focus on a holistic, fundamen-

tal rights-based platform oversight structure that particularly takes into account 

small to medium-sized platforms. The DSA does not directly demand such a focus 

from an individual DSC, but the envisioned oversight tasks at least encourage build-

ing the relevant expertise. It is therefore worthwhile to draw lessons from existing 

structures. This is not to say, however, that these structures are or should be the only 

blueprint. Parallels to other industries and regulatory approaches need to be consid-

ered, but social networks are not television broadcasters and online marketplaces 

are not postal service providers. Accordingly, the “institutional design” of platform 

regulation must also be based on a “holistic” rather than a fragmented understand-

ing of platforms and content moderation.14 Germany, thanks to several reforms in 

media regulation, the NetzDG and also in digital youth and consumer protection, is 

further along than other countries, but is still far away from such a holistic approach 

to platform oversight.

13 Many thanks to Christina Dinar for hints on this; see also Christina Dinar and Lena Hinrichs, “Superwahljahr 2021: 
Mapping von kleinen, mittleren und Nischenplattformen online,” Hans-Bredow-Institut, August 4, 2021.

14 Cf. evelyn douek, “Content Moderation as Administration,” Harvard Law Review 136 ( January 10, 2022 ): 82; for fur-
ther discussion of the specifics of platform oversight and content moderation, see, for example, Jennifer Cobbe and 
Jatinder Singh, “Regulating Recommending: Motivations, Considerations, and Principles,” European Journal of Law 
and Technology 10, no. 3 ( 2019 ); Amélie Heldt and Stephan Dreyer, “Competent Third Parties and Content Modera-
tion on Platforms: Potentials of Independent Decision-Making Bodies From A Governance Structure Perspective,” 
Journal of Information Policy 11 ( 2021 ): 266–300; Sarah T. Roberts, Behind the Screen: Content Moderation in the 
Shadows of Social Media ( Yale University Press, 2019 ); Robyn Caplan, “Content or Context Moderation?” ( New York, 
NY: Data & Society, November 14, 2018 ); Christina Dinar, “The State of Content Moderation for the LGBTIQA+ Com-
munity and the Role of the EU Digital Services Act” ( Brussels: Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, June 2021 ); Natali Helberger, 
Katharina Kleinen-von Königslöw, and Rob van der Noll, “Regulating the New Information Intermediaries as Gate-
keepers of Information Diversity,” Info 17, no. 6 ( January 1, 2015 ): 50–71; for the need for specialized oversight struc-
tures for platforms, see the debate in the US, for example, Tom Wheeler, Phil Verveer, and Gene Kimmelman, “New 
Digital Realities, New Oversight Solutions in the U.S.: The Case for a Digital Platform Agency and a New Approach 
to Regulatory Oversight” ( Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, August 2020 ); Paul M. Barrett and Lily Warnke, “En-
hancing the FTC's Consumer Protection Authority to Regulate Social Media Companies” ( New York, NY: NYU Stern 
Center for Business and Human Rights, February 2022 ); Harold Feld, “The Case for the Digital Platform Act: Mar-
ket Structure and Regulation of Digital Platforms” ( Washington, DC: Public Knowledge, May 2019 ); partly based on 
these discussions, there are also legislative proposals for a platform oversight agency, see Justin Hendrix, “Digital 
Platform Commission Act Introduced in U.S. Senate,” Tech Policy Press, May 14, 2022; Justin Hendrix, “Reps. Trahan, 
Schiff & Casten Introduce Digital Services Oversight and Safety Act,” Tech Policy Press, February 23, 2022.

https://www.hans-bredow-institut.de/de/blog/mapping-von-kleinen-mittleren-und-nischenplattformen-online
https://www.hans-bredow-institut.de/de/blog/mapping-von-kleinen-mittleren-und-nischenplattformen-online
https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4005326
http://ejlt.org/index.php/ejlt/article/view/686
https://doi.org/10.5325/jinfopoli.11.2021.0266
https://doi.org/10.5325/jinfopoli.11.2021.0266
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvhrcz0v
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvhrcz0v
https://datasociety.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/DS_Content_or_Context_Moderation.pdf
https://eu.boell.org/sites/default/files/2021-06/HBS-e-paper-state-platform-moderation-for-LGBTQI-200621_FINAL.pdf
https://eu.boell.org/sites/default/files/2021-06/HBS-e-paper-state-platform-moderation-for-LGBTQI-200621_FINAL.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1108/info-05-2015-0034
https://doi.org/10.1108/info-05-2015-0034
https://shorensteincenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/New-Digital-Realities_August-2020.pdf
https://shorensteincenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/New-Digital-Realities_August-2020.pdf
https://shorensteincenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/New-Digital-Realities_August-2020.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b6df958f8370af3217d4178/t/62153d0793b1b95efdbccd34/1645559049492/NYU+CBHR+FTC_FINAL+Feb+22.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b6df958f8370af3217d4178/t/62153d0793b1b95efdbccd34/1645559049492/NYU+CBHR+FTC_FINAL+Feb+22.pdf
https://publicknowledge.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Case_for_the_Digital_Platform_Act_Harold_Feld_2019.pdf
https://publicknowledge.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Case_for_the_Digital_Platform_Act_Harold_Feld_2019.pdf
https://techpolicy.press/digital-platform-commission-act-introduced-in-u-s-senate/
https://techpolicy.press/digital-platform-commission-act-introduced-in-u-s-senate/
https://techpolicy.press/reps-trahan-schiff-casten-introduce-digital-services-oversight-and-safety-act/
https://techpolicy.press/reps-trahan-schiff-casten-introduce-digital-services-oversight-and-safety-act/
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Coordination and cooperation

Germany already has a lot of experience regarding the coordination of different 

agencies, which could help the DSC. However, even with this experience, it is an open 

question whether existing bodies already fulfill the coordination tasks of the DSC.

Examples of intra-German coordination mechanisms can be found in many plac-

es. The need for this is particularly pronounced in policy areas in which the federal 

states play an important role. This applies, for example, to data protection: The state 

authorities are responsible for supervising the private sector in their federal state. 

In the Data Protection Conference ( “Datenschutzkonferenz”, DSK ), they draw up 

joint statements or resolutions under an annually rotating chairmanship. The Fed-

eral Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information ( “Bundesbeauf-

tragter für den Datenschutz und die Informationsfreiheit”, BfDI ) is also represented 

in the DSK and is responsible for data protection supervision of the federal authori-

ties ( and some private sectors ).

In media regulation, too, institutions at the state level are responsible for the super-

vision, in this case of TV stations, radio stations and some online services. But there 

is no federal authority as there is in data protection. At the federal level, however, 

there is a “Joint Management Office” of the state media authorities, which was cre-

ated expressly to serve as a “central point of contact” for the state media authorities 

and to coordinate their work. It also supports bodies of the state media authorities 

at the federal level, such as the Directors' Conference ( “Direktorenkonferenz”, DLM ), 

the Commission for the Protection of Minors in the Media ( “Kommission für Jugend-

medienschutz”, KJM ) and the Commission on Licensing and Supervision ( “Kommis-

sion für Zulassung und Aufsicht”, ZAK ). These bodies not only coordinate the ex-

change of information or the drafting of opinions, but also make regulatory decisions 

on media supervision. Their structures vary: In some cases, they consist exclusively 

of representatives of the state media authorities ( as in the case of ZAK; the costs for 

this are borne by the state media authorities ); in other cases, other representatives 

of authorities and interest groups also participate ( as in the case of KJM ).

These examples reveal how differently coordination structures can be set up in 

Germany, depending on the legal basis and also historical developments. The “Joint 

Management Office” is a permanent point of contact and does not itself issue co-

ordinated opinions. This means that it is set up differently from the Data Protection 

Conference, whose office changes annually depending on the chairmanship and 

whose coordination work consists, among other things, of drafting joint opinions. 

Both, in turn, differ from the other bodies of media regulation, which not only bring 

together representatives of the media institutions, but also have a say in supervision 

and enforcement.
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There is an additional level of coordination that is required of the DSC: Its task is 

decidedly not only a matter of coordinating authorities from one policy field, as is 

the case with data protection and media regulation, respectively. The DSC must deal 

with issues that were previously the responsibility of different authorities, requiring 

“cross-regime cooperation”15. For example, the DSA regulates which data may be 

used for targeted online advertising, which has a strong connection to data protec-

tion, and it also prescribes reporting channels for potentially illegal content, which 

touches on issues of criminal law.

There are also examples for this type of cross-sectoral communication between au-

thorities in Germany. These range from informal and sporadic discussions to regular 

meetings and formalized cooperation. At the working level in particular, employees 

from different authorities engage in informal exchanges. At the management level, 

there are both ad-hoc meetings ( for example, when representatives of media insti-

tutions and the Federal Office of Justice discuss the NetzDG16 ) and regular formats 

( such as the annual talks between state media authorities and the Federal Cartel 

Office17 or the exchange between the BfDI and the Federal Office for Information 

Security ( “Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik”, BSI ). Formal co-

operation can relate, for instance, to a joint investigation into messenger and video 

services ( as happened between the Federal Cartel Office and the BSI18 ) or a joint 

procedure for dealing with complaints ( as agreed by the BNetzA and the media 

authorities19 ).

These very different coordination mechanisms should be thoroughly evaluated for 

the establishment of the DSC: What kind of coordination should the DSC actually 

take on? How does this function relate to its own enforcement tasks? What forms 

of information exchange and what coordination mechanisms have proven effective? 

What degree of institutionalization is needed? Does a chair make sense, and if so, 

what kind?

The DSC would have to combine several components of previously known formats: 

Like the Data Protection Conference, it would have to bring together federal and 

state authorities. Like the KJM, it would have to combine coordination and super-

visory tasks. Like the procedural rules of the BNetzA and the media authorities, it 

would have to enable the formal exchange of information between policy areas ( see 

15 Monti and de Streel, “Improving EU Institutional Design to Better Supervise Digital Platforms.”
16 Die Medienanstalten, “Schnell und effizient gegen rechtswidrige Inhalte im Netz,” January 15, 2019.
17 Die Medienanstalten, “Landesmedienanstalten und Bundeskartellamt im Austausch zu Medienintermediären,” 

June 23, 2021.
18 Bundeskartellamt, “Bundeskartellamt legt Zwischenbericht zur Sektoruntersuchung Messenger- und Video-Di-

enste vor,” November 4, 2021; see also Bundeskartellamt, “Bundeskartellamt und BSI: Partner im Dienst der Ver-
braucherinnen und Verbraucher,” Bundeskartellamt, January 22, 2021.

19 Die Medienanstalten, “Satzung zur Konkretisierung der Bestimmungen des Medienstaatsvertrags über Medien-
plattformen und Benutzeroberflächen ( in Kraft getreten am 01. Juni 2021 ),” March 17, 2021.

https://cerre.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/20220117_CERRE_Report_Improving-EU-Institutional-Design_Final.pdf
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/service/pressemitteilungen/meldung?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=4694&cHash=31770bc31ba41133bd5e928a728e2f94
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/service/pressemitteilungen/meldung?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=4934&cHash=ba8e7d91c4ea4f435f41500fcfc4c8ef
https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2021/04_11_2021_SU_Messenger-Dienste_Zwischenbericht.html
https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2021/04_11_2021_SU_Messenger-Dienste_Zwischenbericht.html
https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2021/22_01_2021_Zusammenarbeit_BSI_BKartA.html
https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2021/22_01_2021_Zusammenarbeit_BSI_BKartA.html
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Rechtsgrundlagen/Satzungen_Geschaefts_Verfahrensordnungen/Medienplattformen_Benutzeroberflaechen_Satzung.pdf
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Rechtsgrundlagen/Satzungen_Geschaefts_Verfahrensordnungen/Medienplattformen_Benutzeroberflaechen_Satzung.pdf
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also section 4.1 ). Such an oversight body at the federal level, which assumes both 

coordination and supervisory functions across policy areas, does not yet exist for 

platforms.

In addition to coordination within Germany, exchange at the European level is also a 

task for the DSC. German authorities have experience in this area, too, particularly 

because of their work in European regulatory networks. Such networks exist on al-

most all topics ( see appendix ), but they vary in strength and institutionalization. The 

European Regulators Group for Audiovisual Media Services ( ERGA ), for example, is 

still relatively young, has no office of its own and can issue opinions to the Commis-

sion upon request.20 The Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communica-

tions ( BEREC ), meanwhile, was established as an EU body in a legal text, maintains 

an office and its opinions must be taken into account by the Commission. In both 

cases – and also, for example, in competition law or consumer protection – such EU 

networks enable German bodies to exchange information with other European au-

thorities as well as the European Commission. This is an important task of the DSC, 

where many German bodies already have experience.

Some of the European networks are also linked to each other or at least exchange in-

formation with each other. One example are meetings between BEREC and ERGA21 or 

the participation of the BNetzA in the Europe-wide network of consumer protection 

authorities ( Consumer Protection Cooperation, CPC ) on geoblocking. This type of ex-

change at the EU level across several topics is less pronounced, however. The DSC 

will still have to do this, for instance, as part of the newly created European Board 

for Digital Services. This body is to consist of all DSCs, which means that regulators 

from different areas could be represented here. For example, France had brought its 

reformed media regulator into play as a DSC. In other countries, meanwhile, it could 

be consumer protection or telecommunications regulators, or completely newly cre-

ated agencies. Beyond cooperation within the body, there may also be specific cases 

where different DSCs jointly conduct investigations or exchange information. For the 

German DSC, therefore, it is useful to collect best practices on interdisciplinary and 

cross-border oversight structures.

20 There is a proposal for a regulation that would institutionalize ERGA, see European Commission, “Proposal for a 
Regulation Establishing a Common Framework for Media Services in the Internal Market ( European Media Freedom 
Act ) and Amending Directive 2010/13/EU” ( 2022 ).

21 BEREC, “External Meetings of the BEREC Chair 2021,” 2021.

https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/redirection/document/89593
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/redirection/document/89593
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/redirection/document/89593
https://berec.europa.eu/eng/about_berec/berec_chair/external_meetings_of_the_berec_chair_2021/
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3.2. Where does Germany meet the requirements  
for the DSC, where are gaps?

Independence

The DSC, or platform oversight in general, must help ensure that people's funda-

mental rights take precedence over political and profit-driven intentions. This is why 

the “complete independence” that the DSA demands of the DSC is so important. 

Precisely because the DSA is also about content moderation systems, the risk of 

capture by corporate and political interests must be kept as low as possible. Neither 

politicians nor tech companies should be able to assert their interests in the DSC 

without public scrutiny. At the same time, external expertise must be taken into ac-

count, for instance, from science, civil society and business. This is especially true 

since it would not be in the interest of the EU legislators to create the DSC in a vac-

uum in which it is accountable to no one. Such a set-up would also be incompatible 

with German constitutional law. The question therefore arises as to what exactly is 

meant by “complete independence”.

A look at previous regulatory structures can at least provide some clarity and re-

veals that not many institutions in Germany come close to the required complete 

independence. An important clue as to what this means is provided by a European 

Court of Justice ruling on Germany's data protection oversight. In 2010, the court 

ruled that the German BfDI was not “fully independent”. As a result, Germany had 

to change its own data protection rules. After a long reform process, the BfDI was 

transformed in 2016 from a “higher federal authority” based at the Federal Ministry 

of the Interior to a “supreme federal authority”.22 The latter is not subject to techni-

cal or legal supervision by a federal ministry. If a ministry has technical supervision 

of an authority, it can intervene in the substantive work of the authority. Legal super-

vision is more limited: Here, it is only a matter of checking whether the administra-

tion is acting lawfully.23 Thus, more independence has been ensured by changing the 

structure of the authority, namely its assignment to a ministry. In addition, the BfDI 

also has its own budget. This brings additional independence, but also means that 

the authority has to fight for its budget on its own and cannot rely on a higher-level 

federal ministry for this, as other authorities can.

Reforms to ensure greater independence may also be pending at the BNetzA as a 

result of a different court sentence. This authority can be considered partially inde-

22 Die Bundesbeauftragte für den Datenschutz und die Informationsfreiheit, “Update BfDI 2.0 – Ausblick 2016,” De-
cember 29, 2015; Nikola Schmidt, “Ohne öffentliche Ausschreibung keine unabhängige Datenschutzbehörde,” Ver-
fassungsblog, December 9, 2014.

23 Cf. Bundesministerium des Innern, “Grundsätze zur Ausübung der Fachaufsicht der Bundesministerien über den 
Geschäftsbereich,” May 2, 2008.

https://www.bfdi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/2015/27_Update%20BfDI%202.0%20-%20Ausblick%202016.html
https://verfassungsblog.de/ohne-oeffentliche-ausschreibung-keine-unabhaengige-datenschutzbehoerde/
https://olev.de/f/DE-Bund_Fachaufsicht_grundsaetze_ausuebung_2008-05-02.pdf
https://olev.de/f/DE-Bund_Fachaufsicht_grundsaetze_ausuebung_2008-05-02.pdf
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pendent. It is a higher federal authority and is therefore subject to the supervision of 

the federal government. But regulatory decisions – for example, on charges for gas 

network access – are made in decision chambers whose decisions cannot be over-

turned by federal ministries. However, this independence must be further strength-

ened, initially at least for energy regulation. In the fall of 2021, the European Court 

of Justice complained that the federal government could pre-structure regulatory 

decisions too much.24 So, here, too, changes will be necessary. Until these are imple-

mented, it is questionable to what extent the “complete independence” is given.25 

The BfJ finds itself in a similar position. It is subject to the technical and legal su-

pervision of the Federal Ministry of Justice. This set-up has long been criticized with 

regard to the agency's NetzDG tasks. The Cologne administrative court elaborated 

on this in a ruling on the NetzDG and confirmed the BfJ's lack of independence.26 

The situation is different for bodies such as the German Institute for Human Rights 

( “Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte”, DIMR ) and the vzbv, which are heavily 

dependent on the Bundestag and the federal government, respectively, for funding 

( although they also raise third-party funds ) but are not subordinate to any ministry.

The media authorities are seen to be very close to complete independence, even 

though their structure and legal basis cannot be directly compared with the struc-

tures of federal authorities. The independence of the state media institutions can be 

traced back to the “distance to the government” ( “Staatsferne” ) of public broadcast-

ing in Germany, as coined by the Federal Constitutional Court.27 The media authori-

ties repeatedly emphasize this independence from the government, especially with 

regard to EU legislative projects such as the DSA.28 One aspect of this independence 

is that the respective management of the media authorities is usually elected by a 

pluralistic body. This body cannot have any members who also belong to a legislative 

body, such as the state parliament. However, there are few restrictions on the man-

agement of the media institutions themselves, resulting in many directors having 

previously worked in state ministries or at regulated media companies.

24 dpa/pdi/LTO-Redaktion, “EuGH: Bundesnetzagentur nicht unabhängig genug,” Legal Tribune Online, September 2, 
2021.

25 On the independence of the BNetzA and BKartA, see also Gerpott, “Wer reguliert zukünftig Betreiber großer On-
line-Plattformen? Aufsichtssysteme in den Vorschlägen der Europäischen Kommission für Gesetze über digitale 
Märkte und über digitale Dienste,” 486 ( footnote 38 in that text ).

26 Verwaltungsgericht Köln, “Gericht entscheidet über Eilanträge von Google und Meta: Netzwerkdurchsetzungs-
gesetz verstößt teilweise gegen Unionsrecht,” March 1, 2022; for a critical counterpoint, see Daniel Holznagel, “Kein 
Staatsfernegebot für das NetzDG,” Computer und Recht 38, no. 4 ( April 15, 2022 ): 245–50; also Rolf Schwartmann, 
“Stellungnahme im Rahmen der öffentlichen Anhörung des Ausschusses für Recht und Verbraucherschutz des 
Deutschen Bundestages zum Entwurf des Gesetzes zur Verbesserung der Rechtsdurchsetzung in sozialen Netzw-
erken ( BT-Drucksache 18/12356 ),” June 19, 2017, 18–19.

27 Cf. Holznagel, “Kein Staatsfernegebot für das NetzDG”; for a more in-depth discussion, see Wolfgang Schulz, Peggy 
Valcke, and Kristina Irion, eds., The Independence of the Media and Its Regulatory Agencies. Shedding New Light on 
Formal and Actual Independence against the National Context ( Bristol: Intellect, 2014 ).

28 Die Medienanstalten, “Der Digital Services Act droht, ein bürokratisches Monstrum unter staatlicher Kontrolle zu 
kreieren: Medienanstalten warnen vor zentraler Aufsichtsstruktur im Digital Services Act,” April 21, 2022; Die Medi-
enanstalten, “Staatsfernegebot für Medien muss europäischer Standard werden,” March 31, 2022.

https://www.lto.de/recht/nachrichten/n/eugh-71818-bundesnetzagentur-bnetza-politische-einflussnahme-unabhaengigkeit-netzentgelt-energiewende/
https://www.genios.de/fachzeitschriften/artikel/WUWE/20210903/wer-reguliert-zukuenftig-betreiber-/WUWWUW1369266.html
https://www.genios.de/fachzeitschriften/artikel/WUWE/20210903/wer-reguliert-zukuenftig-betreiber-/WUWWUW1369266.html
https://www.genios.de/fachzeitschriften/artikel/WUWE/20210903/wer-reguliert-zukuenftig-betreiber-/WUWWUW1369266.html
https://www.vg-koeln.nrw.de/behoerde/presse/Pressemitteilungen/05_01032022/index.php
https://www.vg-koeln.nrw.de/behoerde/presse/Pressemitteilungen/05_01032022/index.php
https://online.otto-schmidt.de/db/dokument?id=cr.2022.04.i.0245.01.a
https://online.otto-schmidt.de/db/dokument?id=cr.2022.04.i.0245.01.a
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/510886/002a8ce4b15005b96318abacee89199d/schwartmann-data.pdf
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/510886/002a8ce4b15005b96318abacee89199d/schwartmann-data.pdf
https://www.bundestag.de/resource/blob/510886/002a8ce4b15005b96318abacee89199d/schwartmann-data.pdf
https://online.otto-schmidt.de/db/dokument?id=cr.2022.04.i.0245.01.a
https://www.intellectbooks.com/the-independence-of-the-media-and-its-regulatory-agencies
https://www.intellectbooks.com/the-independence-of-the-media-and-its-regulatory-agencies
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/service/pressemitteilungen/meldung?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=5028&cHash=252ac2bc761d7accd648aae0b315d604
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/service/pressemitteilungen/meldung?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=5028&cHash=252ac2bc761d7accd648aae0b315d604
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/service/pressemitteilungen/meldung?tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=5021&cHash=aa4cc4c45a837b41e12fa5f3ad441fab
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The restructuring at German authorities due to European laws and rulings shows 

that the demands for “complete independence” are high. There are not many role 

models for this complete independence of the DSC in Germany. To refrain from a 

technical supervision by the federal government and to introduce accountability to 

parliament ( instead of a ministry ) seems to be a minimum requirement. The legisla-

tors could also stipulate that the DSC's management level may not work for the reg-

ulated platforms during as well as for a few months before and after their activities 

at the DSC ( i.e., a kind of cooling period not only for politicians and civil servants ). 

Ensuring the independence of the DSC thus raises many questions. This will be one 

of the key challenges in setting up the German DSC. The other requirements, such as 

transparency or competences, pose less difficult questions for policymakers.

Transparency

A regular reporting obligation is common for many German authorities, so there are 

numerous examples for the DSC. For instance, the reporting obligation that the BfDI 

must follow could serve as a model ( § 15 of the Federal Data Protection Act ): It must 

not only transmit its annual activity report to the federal parliament, Federal Council 

and federal government, but also make it available to the public, the Commission 

and the European Data Protection Committee. Transmission to the European Parlia-

ment could additionally be considered for the DSC.

However, it is not only the legal basis that is important for the DSC reports. Rath-

er, lessons should be learned from the design and content of the activity reports. A 

comparative assessment of different reports of existing authorities could be helpful 

to collect good examples. For the DSC, it should also be explicitly stated that the re-

porting obligation applies to the tasks of platform supervision. The BfJ, for example, 

does publish activity reports, but only on specific areas of work. There is no report-

ing obligation on the NetzDG – i.e., the topic related to platform supervision – which 

makes public scrutiny of the authority's work in this field harder.

In connection with the considerations on the independence of the DSC, thought 

could be given to a separate transparency registry documenting in real time ( and not 

just in annual reports ) the contacts of the supervisory authority, in particular with 

the business community. This is not yet common practice among German authori-

ties. The public documentation of contacts could increase both transparency and 

independence of the DSC.
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Resources

Adequate technical and financial resources and qualified personnel are especially 

important for platform oversight because, first, it requires specialized technical ex-

pertise and, second, the companies supervised are among the richest and most in-

fluential in the world. There are certainly complex, technical issues in many other in-

dustries that have been regulated for a long time, but these are rarely as intertwined 

with fundamental rights issues as algorithmic recommender systems, data-based 

advertising and content moderation are. Oversight of large companies is part of the 

daily work for many agencies, be they electricity providers, television broadcasters 

or telecommunications service providers. But even these heavyweights pale in com-

parison to tech corporations like Amazon, Meta and TikTok, all of which are covered 

by the DSA. These companies, even when plagued by scandal, can lure top program-

mers and lobbyists with big money.29 In order to operate on an equal footing, not only 

the Commission but also the DSCs must become attractive employers.

Therefore, the DSA provides that national bodies must have sufficient resources to 

fulfill their tasks. Similar terms can also be found in other European and German 

laws, for example, for the telecommunications sector ( for the BNetzA ) or for data 

protection with the General Data Protection Regulation ( GDPR ). In reality, however, 

there are not only significant differences between the authorities ( see figure 4 ), but 

also bottlenecks in resources despite the legal obligations. The BfDI and state data 

protection authorities, in particular, have been known for years to be underfunded. 

The additional tasks of the GDPR have still not been reflected in adequate resourc-

es, which in turn makes it more difficult to enforce data protection rules.30 New staff 

is also needed for the expanded tasks of the Federal Cartel Office. The media insti-

tutions are financed by the broadcasting fee. Under the MStV, they now also oversee 

online platforms, but whether there will be a budget increase in this context is an 

open question.

29 Cf. Max Bank et al., “The Lobby Network: Big Tech's Web of Influence in the EU” ( Brussels: Corporate Europe Obser-
vatory and LobbyControl, August 31, 2021 ).

30 Johnny Ryan and Alan Toner, “Europe's Enforcement Paralysis: ICCL's 2021 Report on the Enforcement Capacity of 
Data Protection Authorities” ( Dublin: Irish Council for Civil Liberties, September 13, 2021 ); German Data Protection 
Authorities, “Evaluation of the GDPR under Article 97: Questions to Data Protection Authorities/European Data Pro-
tection Board. Answers from the German Supervisory Authorities” ( Brussels: European Data Protection Supervisor, 
2020 ), 15.

https://corporateeurope.org/sites/default/files/2021-08/The%20lobby%20network%20-%20Big%20Tech%27s%20web%20of%20influence%20in%20the%20EU.pdf
https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Europes-enforcement-paralysis-2021-ICCL-report-on-GDPR-enforcement.pdf
https://www.iccl.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Europes-enforcement-paralysis-2021-ICCL-report-on-GDPR-enforcement.pdf
https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/de_sas_gdpr_art_97questionnaire.pdf
https://edpb.europa.eu/sites/edpb/files/de_sas_gdpr_art_97questionnaire.pdf
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Figure 4: Budgets of selected German agencies and authoritites ( in million euros )

Consideration should already be given to the financial requirements that the new 

tasks of the DSC will entail ( see section 3.1 ). This certainly involves hardware and 

software, but it is much more important to hire suitable experts. For instance, ex-

pertise is needed on data analysis, statistics and computer science when it comes 

to analyzing large amounts of data. Understanding platform risk assessments re-

quires knowledge of algorithmic decision-making as well as human rights and an-

ti-discrimination. Any discussion about the “adequate equipment” of the DSC must 

therefore go beyond mere numbers games and must address the question of how 

qualified people can be recruited and retained ( see also chapter 4 ).

Against this background, the leadership of the DSC must also be considered. Top pri-

ority should be given to professional expertise across the board, but there must also 

be an accomplished and committed person at the top. How well an agency director 

can make their voice heard in politics and how prominently they are represented 

in the public depends on many factors that the head cannot change on their own 

and in a hurry. These factors include the agency's legal powers, the current focus of 

the federal government and the media and the external perception of the regulated 

companies. For example, the leaders of the BKartA and BfDI might be in the media 

spotlight when they announce high-profile decisions against large tech companies, 

which is simply not possible for other agencies. Nevertheless, the heads of the re-

spective authorities have a lot in their hands to enforce regulations energetically 

and consistently, explain their work and gain political advocates.

Sources: For authorities, target 
expenditures according to 

bundeshaushalt.de; for vzbv: 
Only target expenditures from the 
budget of the Federal Ministry of 

Justice ( further project funding 
available ); for BzKJ: Budget of 

the predecessor institution, 
Federal Review Board for Media 

Harmful to Young People; for 
media authorities: Average of 

the 14  institutions according to 
yearbooks ( largest LMA approxi-

mately 30 million euros, smallest 
approximately 1.8 million euros ).
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Competences

The powers that are required of the DSC are already laid down in law for some bodies 

in Germany. Like with the transparency obligations, there should be little friction here 

with the provisions of the DSA. For example, the BNetzA, BKartA, BfDI and media au-

thorities are allowed to inspect documents at companies and demand information 

from them.31 They may also search business premises in certain cases.32 The DSC 

should also be allowed to impose fines and periodic penalty payments – something 

many German agencies are already able to do. For instance, the BNetzA imposed a 

fine of 260,000 euros on a call center for unauthorized telephone advertising33 and 

the BfDI imposed one of 9.55 million euros on a telecommunications service provid-

er34, although a court reduced this to 900,000 euros35. The media authority for Ber-

lin and Brandenburg enacted several penalty payments on the broadcaster RT.DE.36 

German authorities are also already using “interim injunctions”. For example, the 

BKartA had ordered Facebook not to link user data ( this order did not hold up in 

court, however ).37

Similar to the transparency reports, it would make sense to analyze and evaluate 

how well the legal powers actually work in practice. Here, reference should again be 

made to the BfJ fine against Facebook, the payment of which the corporation de-

layed for years ( see in section 3.1 ). A comprehensive analysis could help to identify 

how well and quickly the process of fining companies works, what expertise is need-

ed for searches or questioning and whether orders can be implemented.

31 § 203 TKG, § 59a GWB, §16 BDSG and MStV, e.g., § 16, § 56, respectively
32 § 205 TKG, § 59b GWB, §16 BDSG and §56 MStV, respectively
33 Bundesnetzagentur, “Bußgeld gegen Call-Center wegen unerlaubter Telefonwerbung,” February 17, 2021.
34 Der Bundesbeauftragte für den Datenschutz und die Informationsfreiheit, “BfDI verhängt Geldbußen gegen Tele-

kommunikationsdienstleister,” December 9, 2019.
35 Axel Kannenberg, “Datenschutzverstoß bei 1&1: Gericht senkt Millionenstrafe deutlich ab,” heise online, November 

11, 2020.
36 Joachim Huber, “Zwangsgeld von 50.000 Euro: RT.DE ignoriert weiter Sendeverbot,” Tagesspiegel, March 29, 2022.
37 LTO, “OLG setzt BKartA-Anordnung gegenüber Facebook aus,” Legal Tribune Online, August 26, 2019.

https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Allgemeines/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/2021/20210217_UnerlaubteTelefonwerbung.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/2019/30_BfDIverh%C3%A4ngtGeldbu%C3%9Fe1u1.html
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/2019/30_BfDIverh%C3%A4ngtGeldbu%C3%9Fe1u1.html
https://www.heise.de/news/Datenschutzverstoss-bei-1-1-Gericht-senkt-Millionenstrafe-deutlich-ab-4957463.html
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/gesellschaft/medien/zwangsgeld-von-50-000-euro-rt-de-ignoriert-weiter-sendeverbot/28209824.html
https://www.lto.de/recht/nachrichten/n/olg-duesseldorf-vi-kart-1-19-v-bundeskartellamt-anordnung-facebook-ausser-vollzug-datenschutz-wettbewerb/
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4. Why Germany needs a strong DSC
 
In a nutshell  
The federal government could set up a minimal DSC that acts as a kind of 

secretariat, passing on most of the tasks of platform supervision to oth-

er authorities. Alternatively, it could specifically build up and pool com-

petences at the DSC, making it a central authority for platform super-

vision. This is the sensible solution, as an expert and independent body 

is most likely to meet the requirements of European platform oversight.  

For new, EU-wide rules for platforms to actually be enforced and help people, a 

strong, motivated oversight agency is essential. The unfavorable alternative, when 

progressive rules are in place, but their European enforcement is spotty, has been 

demonstrated in data protection ( see section 3.2 ). National supervisory failures in 

industries such as finance and automobiles also underscore the serious conse-

quences that can result from inadequate supervision. The DSC must therefore be 

a strong, independent supervisory authority with not only legal but also technical 

expertise, with particular knowledge of and consideration for the peculiarities of 

smaller platforms, with sufficient competences and with checks and balances on its 

power in place. Much more than in the past, platform supervision must utilize data 

analyses, incorporate even more different perspectives, try out different approach-

es to regulation and view itself as part of a system with experts from civil society and 

academia.38

How can such a DSC be established in Germany? Two options appear possible, a 

weak and a strong DSC. A weak DSC would take on only the absolutely necessary 

supervisory and coordination tasks specifically earmarked for it, while general over-

sight tasks would remain largely with existing authorities. This minimal DSC would 

thus be a sort of forwarding office or secretariat. For a strong DSC, the federal gov-

ernment would bundle various existing competences in the DSC and would also 

push for a considerable expansion of competences, thus shaping the DSC into a true 

oversight agency.

In the following, I argue for a strong DSC, that combines existing and specifically de-

velops new competences for platform oversight. The federal government should not 

limit itself to a weak DSC that is more of a secretariat than an oversight agency ( see 

38 Cf. Alexandre de Streel and Michèle Ledger, “New Ways of Oversight for the Digital Economy” ( Brussels: CERRE, 
February 2021 ).pdf; Tom Wheeler, “A Focused Federal Agency Is Necessary to Oversee Big Tech,” Brookings, February 
10, 2021; Feld, “The Case for the Digital Platform Act: Market Structure and Regulation of Digital Platforms.”

https://cerre.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/CERRE_New-ways-of-oversight-for-the-digital-economy_February_2021.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/a-focused-federal-agency-is-necessary-to-oversee-big-tech/
https://publicknowledge.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Case_for_the_Digital_Platform_Act_Harold_Feld_2019.pdf
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also figure 5 ). In the long term, and ideally, it would make sense to create such an 

oversight agency as a new, independent body that can specialize in platforms from 

the outset: a “German Digital Services Agency” ( “Deutsche Digitale-Dienste-Agen-

tur”, 3DA ). In the short term, however, it is more realistic for policymakers to select 

an existing agency as the DSC. Therefore, I also address the extent to which a strong 

DSC can be built there. In both cases, there are still many substantive legal and po-

litical questions that can be raised here but not yet definitively answered. Detailed 

research, analysis and proposals in this regard will be the subject of future SNV work.

Figure 5: Options for the German DSC

Strong DSC Minimal DSC

Core tasks Oversees platforms itself, passes 
on some oversight tasks to other 
agencies

Mainly forwards issues to other 
agencies, few enforcement tasks 
of ist own

Effort to build it High

New staff needed for many new 
tasks; higher expenses if new 
site needs to be found/built for 
new agency

Medium

Potentially new staff, only for the 
most necessary new tasks

Addresses previous proposals on 
reforming platform oversight in 
Germany

✔ ❌

Builds expertise on platform 
oversight, which is also import-
ant for other EU projects

✔ ❌

More likely to work at eye level 
with Commission and platforms

✔ ❌
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4.1. Why a strong DSC is important and what it could look like

There are numerous reasons for building a strong DSC that can actively shape the 

online space. If platform supervision competences are pooled in the DSC and new 

thematic knowledge is built up in a targeted manner, expertise on online platforms 

would be gathered in one place. With strong expertise and the appropriate compe-

tences, the DSC would be in the best position to make technical decisions itself and 

also facilitate coordination between many different authorities. There would also 

be a point of contact for European authorities that would not have to refer every re-

quest to other agencies. An independent, strong body would also be the best way to 

support the Commission in enforcing the DSA at the European level or, if necessary, 

to push it along or counterbalance it. Some of the rules of the DSA, such as those on 

data access or reporting requirements, offer good starting points for setting com-

mon standards with non-European partners.39 Here, too, a strong DSC could make a 

better contribution than a body without its own expertise and practical experience. 

More fundamentally, the targeted expansion and bundling of competences would 

recognize that platforms need supervision tailored specifically to them – as has 

been the case for companies such as TV and radio broadcasters, network operators 

and banks for decades. Lessons should be drawn from the strengths and weakness-

es of these supervisory systems for the development of German platform oversight 

structures.

Why a strong DSC is beneficial and how it might be designed also becomes clear 

when looking at the key requirements for this authority:

• Independence: The DSC must be as independent as possible from political and 

economic influence. In Germany, federal authorities without specialized super-

vision or media institutions that are independent of the state offer examples of 

this. The development of a strong DSC along the lines of such examples would 

make it possible to consider additional safeguards, for example, in the form of 

its own transparency and lobbying rules. A pluralistic, specialized and independ-

ent advisory body that not only has thematic expertise, but can also identify and 

publicize potential outside attempts to exert influence, could support the DSC. It 

could also possibly be involved in proposing who should lead the DSC. The lead-

ership could then be elected by the German parliament. These points would also 

help avoid a rigid and overbearing super-agency. This is important precisely be-

cause the DSA touches on fundamental rights issues such as privacy or freedom 

of expression. The final answer to questions on such matters must remain with 

courts and not with a non-elected regulator.

39 Cf. the idea of “modularity” in transatlantic platform regulation, see Susan Ness and Chris Riley, “A Safe, Open Inter-
net with Transatlantic Rules Is Easier than It Sounds,” The Hill, May 6, 2022.

https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/3479764-a-safe-open-internet-with-transatlantic-rules-is-easier-than-it-sounds/
https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/3479764-a-safe-open-internet-with-transatlantic-rules-is-easier-than-it-sounds/
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• Resources and structures: According to the DSA, the DSC needs sufficient re-

sources for its coordination and supervisory functions. For this purpose, a body 

with its own identity is a good idea, one that does not merely pass on tasks to 

other authorities and does not see platform supervision as a secondary activi-

ty. The DSC should build up expertise itself and be able to deliberately draw on 

additional external expertise. The DSC should be headed by a leader with the 

appropriate expertise, for example, in the areas of fundamental rights protection, 

platforms or the data economy, who can network nationally and at the European 

level and give the DSC a profile through public relations and science communi-

cation. The DSC must be an attractive employer for people with these diverse 

backgrounds, precisely because it competes with tech companies for these tal-

ents. To do this, there needs to be a certain openness and flexibility in the agency 

structure, for instance, regarding recruitment and pay, that is not always the case 

for existing authorities.40

• Technical expertise and creative drive: The DSA takes much stronger aim at the 

processes of online content moderation than previous rules did. It also focuses 

much more than before on using data from regulated platforms to check com-

pliance with EU rules and to enable research. A dedicated, specialized expertise 

is needed to work at this intersection of data analysis, corporate compliance, 

content moderation and fundamental rights protection. The DSC should be de-

signed to build and expand this expertise. For example, a chief technology officer 

( CTO ) and a data science department could be established. This will require ex-

perts from a variety of disciplines, including computer and data science, sociol-

ogy, psychology, design, political science, economics and law, and with a range 

of practical experiences. In-house data analyses should be an expression of the 

self-image of actively shaping the online environment. This also includes other 

activities, such as the DSC acting as a forum for companies, civil society and sci-

ence, or informing users about their rights.

In short, platforms need their own approaches to supervision, and a strong DSC 

would provide them. The fact that platform supervision needs its own approach is 

already reflected in the everyday work of some German agencies, such as the state 

media authorities, the BfJ and the BNetzA. But the expertise that is being built up 

in many places is embedded in structures that were not originally created for online 

platforms. The way media pluralism can and should be secured online differs from 

how it is secured in radio and television. The way content spreads via algorithmic 

recommender systems and the scale of digital communication spaces require their 

own approaches. Regulation of large telecommunications companies differs from 

40 Cf. Stefan Heumann, “Scheinlösung Digitalministerium: Welche tiefgreifende Reformen von Regierung und Ver-
waltung für eine erfolgreiche Digitalpolitik nötig sind” ( Berlin: Stiftung Neue Verantwortung, March 17, 2021 ); many 
thanks to Alexandre de Streel for hints on the oversight structures, see also Monti and de Streel, “Improving EU 
Institutional Design to Better Supervise Digital Platforms.”

https://www.stiftung-nv.de/sites/default/files/210317_scheinlosung_digitalministerium.pdf
https://www.stiftung-nv.de/sites/default/files/210317_scheinlosung_digitalministerium.pdf
https://cerre.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/20220117_CERRE_Report_Improving-EU-Institutional-Design_Final.pdf
https://cerre.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/20220117_CERRE_Report_Improving-EU-Institutional-Design_Final.pdf
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that over search engine providers, social networks and video sharing sites precisely 

because it also involves freedom of expression and other fundamental rights. Rec-

ognizing this allows an appreciation for why it is worthwhile to develop and pool 

competences for this in a new, independent agency, also considering that special-

ized platform oversight currently plays only a secondary role in the allocation of re-

sources, too.

The German DSC should take over the supervisory tasks for platforms that already 

lie with other authorities. Specifically, this means that the tasks of the BfJ should 

be absorbed into the DSC if NetzDG rules remain in place after the DSA. A much 

more extensive bundling of competences ( which would be much more difficult le-

gally; see below ) would make sense in the long term if, for example, tasks regarding 

digital consumer protection at the BNetzA and possibly at the BSI, regarding youth 

media protection at the BzKJ and regarding platform supervision at the state media 

authorities were combined. This would work best in a new, independent agency that 

can place the above-mentioned points of independence, resources and expertise 

at the center of its work from the very beginning. Such an agency would clarify and 

streamline German platform oversight structures and create a specialized platform 

regulator that is distinct from other regulatory fields. In addition, conflicts between 

existing authorities could potentially be avoided if competences are not shifted be-

tween them but handed over to a new body.

Open questions on cooperation between the federal government and the states
Other countries are already pooling platform supervision competences in a single 

authority. The United Kingdom's Office of Communications ( Ofcom ), for instance, 

is a kind of large umbrella for different specialist areas such as telecommunica-

tions, radio and internet regulation. This structure is known as a “converged reg-

ulator”.41 From these experiences, German lawmakers can learn lessons about 

what contributes to strong, dynamic supervision and where weaknesses lie. 

However, oversight structures from other countries cannot be transferred one-

to-one to the German situation. Even if it were desirable to establish an authority 

like Ofcom in Germany, difficult legal issues would first have to be resolved.

One of the biggest open questions is how the federal structures in Germany can 

be taken into account when enforcing the DSA. The law is justified on the grounds 

of safeguarding the EU's internal market, which clearly places responsibility with 

the federal government. But the rules in the DSA also concern oversight of con-

tent moderation. This in turn is related to safeguarding media and opinion plu-

ralism, and on these issues, the German federal states claim their competences.

41 Digital Regulation Platform, “Regulator Structure and Mandate,” September 1, 2020.

https://digitalregulation.org/regulator-structure-and-mandate/
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In its statement on the first draft of the DSA, the “Bundesrat” ( Federal Coun-

cil ), which is Germany's legislative body representing the federal states, had al-

ready emphasized that the “supervisory structures in the media sector”42 must 

be observed. This refers to the state media authorities. If the state media au-

thorities were to regulate issues jointly with federal authorities, legal questions 

arise about “mixed administration”. Mixed administration here means that the 

federal and state governments jointly perform administrative tasks. Howev-

er, Germany's constitution, the Basic Law ( “Grundgesetz” ), sets strict limits on 

this: In principle, the responsibilities of the federal government and of the states 

should be separate. This makes joint media supervision by the federal and state 

governments more difficult. But even within these limits, there are possibilities 

for cooperation.43 For example, in certain cases it would be conceivable for one 

authority, such as the BNetzA, to obtain the consent of another authority, such as 

a state media authority, before making a regulatory decision ( via consultations or 

agreement ).44 Platform oversight that brings together expertise from the federal 

and state governments thus seems possible. Political decision-makers should 

work with other legal and administrative experts to create legal clarity so that 

the federal and state governments can supervise platforms together.

At least in the short term, however, an independent agency is unrealistic, since the 

DSA sets tight deadlines and there are probably neither the financial resources nor 

the political will to set up a new agency quickly. Therefore, it is more likely that ex-

isting structures will be expanded. One advantage of this could be that some of the 

personnel, expertise and processes of the existing authority could be leveraged. In 

more practical terms, questions about the location of the DSC could probably be 

avoided if sufficient space is available at the authority.45

Especially if an existing authority becomes DSC, however, a significant expansion of 

existing expertise as well as a pooling of competences from other agencies is nec-

essary and possible. A “German Digital Services Agency” could then be established 

on a smaller scale within an existing authority. The Federal Ministry for Digital and 

Transport will likely bring its “own” authority BNetzA into play as a DSC, while the 

federal states will continue to emphasize the role of the media authorities in ensur-

ing media pluralism.46 At the BNetzA, competences could be bundled in a separate 

42 Deutscher Bundesrat, “Drucksache 96/21 zum Vorschlag für eine Verordnung des Europäischen Parlaments und 
des Rates über einen Binnenmarkt für digitale Dienste ( Gesetz über digitale Dienste ) und zur Änderung der Richt-
linie 2000/31/EG COM( 2020 ) 825 final; Ratsdok. 14124/20D” ( Berlin: Deutscher Bundesrat, March 26, 2021 ), 11.

43 Stephan Dreyer, Markus Oermann, and Wolfgang Schulz, “Kooperative Medienregulierung? Möglichkeiten und Gren-
zen der Koordination und Kooperation von Bund und Ländern bei konvergenten Regulierungsmaterien” ( Berlin: Die 
Medienanstalten, 2016 ).

44 Dreyer, Oermann, and Schulz, 41–43.
45 The coalition has issued the guiding principle that new federal authorities should be located “in the eastern German 

states and structurally weak regions”, see SPD, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, and FDP, “Mehr Fortschritt wagen: Bündnis 
für Freiheit, Gerechtigkeit und Nachhaltigkeit,” November 24, 2021, 130.

46 Torben Klausa, “Bundesnetzagentur als Digitalregulierer Nr. 1?,” Tagesspiegel Background Digitalisierung & KI, July 
14, 2022.

https://www.bundesrat.de/SharedDocs/drucksachen/2021/0001-0100/96-21(B).pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
https://www.bundesrat.de/SharedDocs/drucksachen/2021/0001-0100/96-21(B).pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
https://www.bundesrat.de/SharedDocs/drucksachen/2021/0001-0100/96-21(B).pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/fileadmin/user_upload/die_medienanstalten/Publikationen/Weitere_Veroeffentlichungen/Kooperative_Medienregulierung.pdf
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/fileadmin/user_upload/die_medienanstalten/Publikationen/Weitere_Veroeffentlichungen/Kooperative_Medienregulierung.pdf
https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/fileadmin/user_upload/die_medienanstalten/Publikationen/Weitere_Veroeffentlichungen/Kooperative_Medienregulierung.pdf
https://www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf
https://www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf
https://background.tagesspiegel.de/digitalisierung/bundesnetzagentur-als-digitalregulierer-nr-1
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“Online Platforms” department, for which the existing sub-department “Internet, 

Digitization Issues” could be further expanded. It would have to be independent, 

i.e., not within the realm of the ministry's technical supervision. Depending on the 

scope of the DSC's tasks, there could also be a separate decision-making chamber 

for regulatory decisions, which would coordinate with other bodies if necessary. In 

the case of the state media authorities, the internal coordination effort is already 

high between the 14 agencies, but at least there is already a body in the form of 

the Directors' Conference which brings together all media authorities and has a 

representative responsible for European affairs. In any case, the requirements for 

a strong DSC mentioned above should also be taken into account if it is located in 

an existing authority: Its independence must be guaranteed, its technical expertise 

must be further developed and its self-image as a significant actor in platform over-

sight must be recognized.

4.2. Why now is the right time for a strong DSC

Germany has already undertaken many reforms, for example in competition law, me-

dia regulation, telecommunications and also in the form of the NetzDG ( see chap-

ter 3 ). Authorities such as the BNetzA have experienced a significant increase in 

competence to also cover digital services. This shows that there is an awareness of 

the need to respond to new companies, business models and challenges that were 

unknown when, for example, broadcasting or telecommunications regulation came 

about. These reforms took place in separate policy areas. This has resulted in com-

petences for platform oversight being scattered across many agencies and at var-

ious political levels. Since long before the DSA, there have been discussions to ex-

pand, pool and centralize competences in order to improve supervision for platforms 

or more generally for the data economy.

Previous reform proposals are not directly applicable to the DSC because they do 

not explicitly address issues from the DSA. However, they do show that the need to 

reorganize oversight of platforms and the data economy has been known for a long 

time. This should be taken into account when building the DSC, as it could ideally 

help deal with some of the stalled reforms. A by no means comprehensive look at 

the debates follows here:

• A centralization of data protection supervision has been the subject of contro-

versial discussion for years ( for the structure of German data protection over-

sight, see section 3.1 ).47 Even if centralization still seems unrealistic, the federal 

47 Stiftung Datenschutz, “Die Zukunft der Datenschutzaufsicht,” Stiftung Datenschutz, September 17, 2020; Chris-
tiane Schulzki-Haddouti, “Wirtschaftsminister: Landesdatenschützer sollen Kontrolle über Firmen verlieren,” 
Golem, June 3, 2020; Datenethikkommission, “Gutachten der Datenethikkommission. Kurzfassung” ( Berlin: Daten-
ethikkommission, 2019 ), 11; Kommission Wettbewerbsrecht 4.0, “Ein neuer Wettbewerbsrahmen für die Digital-
wirtschaft” ( Berlin: Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie, September 9, 2019 ), 84–85; Mario Martini and 
Jonas Botta, “Reform der Datenschutzaufsicht: Optionen und Grenzen einer Zentralisierung,” Die Öffentliche Ver-
waltung, no. 15 ( August 2022 ): 605–15.

https://stiftungdatenschutz.org/veranstaltungen/unsere-veranstaltungen-detailansicht/konferenz-zukunft-datenschutzaufsicht-177
https://www.golem.de/news/wirtschaftsminister-landesdatenschuetzer-sollen-kontrolle-ueber-firmen-verlieren-2006-148872.html
https://www.bmjv.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Themen/Fokusthemen/Gutachten_DEK_Kurzfassung.pdf
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Wirtschaft/bericht-der-kommission-wettbewerbsrecht-4-0.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=4
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Wirtschaft/bericht-der-kommission-wettbewerbsrecht-4-0.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=4
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government has at least announced that it will “institutionalize” the Data Pro-

tection Conference48, which can be understood as strengthening federal-state 

coordination.

• The idea of a “digital agency” has been circulating in Germany for a long time. 

This idea, which has not been fully developed, should not be revived for the DSA 

and does not fit because the agency was thought to mainly take on tasks relating 

to digital infrastructure projects. Yet, the discussion on this agency has shown 

the need to consider data protection and competition law together. That was the 

original approach presented in a report for the Federal Ministry for Economic Af-

fairs and Energy ( “Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie”, BMWi ) that 

appeared in 2017 and showed “competence gaps”49, for example, in market su-

pervision in the digital area. Another paper for this ministry analyzed steps to es-

tablish such an agency.50 A study by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation added ques-

tions on “algorithm transparency” to the tasks of a digital agency, which is closer 

to the DSA.51 The digital agency was mentioned in the 2018 coalition agreement52, 

but its development was never seriously pursued. Instead, there was progress in 

the further development of competition law through the amendment of the Com-

petition Act ( “Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen”, GWB ) and at the EU 

level through the Digital Markets Act ( DMA ).

• The Data Ethics Commission ( “Datenethikkommission” ) identified further gaps 

on oversight, especially for algorithmic systems, which are also used by search 

engines and social networks. The commission advocated for both new laws as 

well as new supervisory structures in this area, for example, through expand-

ed and/or new authorities and a “Competence Center for Algorithmic Systems”.53 

Here, too, there have been important developments since the Data Ethics Com-

mission's report, not least through the DSA, which provides for transparency 

rules for recommender systems. The MStV also addresses algorithmic systems.

• Proposals regarding German media regulation have been around for years, based 

in part on clear criticism of the fragmented supervisory system ( for the structure 

of German media oversight, see section 3.1 ) and accordingly calling for reorgan-

ization at the federal level. While important reforms have been achieved, such 

as the MStV and the revision of youth protection rules, both sets of regulations 

48 SPD, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, and FDP, “Mehr Fortschritt wagen: Bündnis für Freiheit, Gerechtigkeit und Nachhaltig-
keit,” 17.

49 Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie, “Weißbuch Digitale Plattformen des BMWi – Kurzfassung” ( Berlin: 
Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie, March 20, 2017 ).

50 Thomas Fetzer, “Bausteine für einen sektorenübergreifenden institutionellen Ordnungsrahmen für die Digitale 
Wirtschaft ( Discussion Paper No. 18-026 )” ( Mannheim: Leibniz-Zentrum für Europäische Wirtschaftsforschung, 
December 2017 ), 39–48.

51 Christoph Busch, “Regulierung digitaler Plattformen als Infrastrukturen der Daseinsvorsorge” ( Bonn: Friedrich-
Ebert-Stiftung, March 2021 ).

52 CDU, CSU, and SPD, “Ein neuer Aufbruch für Europa. Eine neue Dynamik für Deutschland. Ein neuer Zusammenhalt 
für unser Land. Koalitionsvertrag zwischen CDU, CSU und SPD. 19. Legislaturperiode,” Christlich Demokratische 
Union Deutschlands, March 12, 2018, 39, 61.

53 Datenethikkommission, “Gutachten der Datenethikkommission. Kurzfassung.”

https://www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf
https://www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf
https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/W/weissbuch-digitale-plattformen-kurzfassung.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=8
https://madoc.bib.uni-mannheim.de/46163/1/dp18026.pdf
https://madoc.bib.uni-mannheim.de/46163/1/dp18026.pdf
https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/wiso/17527.pdf
https://www.cdu.de/system/tdf/media/dokumente/koalitionsvertrag_2018.pdf?file=1
https://www.cdu.de/system/tdf/media/dokumente/koalitionsvertrag_2018.pdf?file=1
https://www.bmjv.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Themen/Fokusthemen/Gutachten_DEK_Kurzfassung.pdf
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hardly addressed the respective fundamental, structural issues.54 The “Institut 

für Medien- und Kommunikationspolitik” ( Institute for Media and Communica-

tion Policy ) has long criticized that decision makers have largely lacked the will 

to move away from the “dogmatic” concept of broadcasting and create a newly 

structured, holistic supervisory body.55 But the criticism does not only emanate 

from academia and civil society, but also from the ranks of media policy and reg-

ulation itself.56 To cite just one example: Hans Hege, head of the media authority 

for Berlin and Brandenburg for decades, publicly explained why new approaches 

to regulation were needed for the supervision of Google or Facebook. He said 

the current model was outdated and “useless” if it continued to operate “with a 

decision-making body of volunteers and a monocratic administrative top man-

agement”.57 The Interstate Media Treaty has not changed this model. It remains 

to be seen whether the federal-state working group envisaged in the coalition 

agreement, which is to “revise rules relating to media law and media politics”58, 

will redesign these structures.

While Germany's platform supervision is spread across many policy areas, the DSA 

considers media regulation, consumer protection, product safety, competition and 

data protection together. Different platforms and topics are dealt with together 

that are supervised at different political levels and in different places in Germa-

ny. Resolving this dichotomy is one of the most important tasks facing the German 

government in shaping the DSC. But it is not just the DSA that provides new rules 

for platforms and the data economy. A whole host of other planned or already im-

plemented laws touch on platform oversight. It makes sense to consider these EU 

regulations together to avoid duplicating structures. This is another reason why now 

is such an opportune time to question the distribution of competences in German 

platform supervision.

54 Stephan Dreyer, “Jugendschutzgesetz: Neu, aber auch besser?,” Tagesspiegel Background Digitalisierung & KI, April 
7, 2021; Lutz Hachmeister, Justine Kenzler, and Fabian Granzeuner, “Das kalkulierte Vakuum der deutschen Medien-
politik,” Medienkorrespondenz, January 7, 2019; Stephan Dreyer and Wolfgang Schulz, “Schriftliche Stellungnahme 
zum zweiten Diskussionsentwurf eines Medienstaatsvertrags der Länder vom Juli 2019” ( Hamburg: Hans-Bre-
dow-Institut, August 2019 ).

55 Lutz Hachmeister, Kai Burkhardt, and Claudia K. Huber, “Das Ende der Rundfunkpolitik,” Aus Politik und Zeit-
geschichte, no. 9–10 ( February 17, 2009 ); see also Hachmeister, Kenzler, and Granzeuner, “Das kalkulierte Vakuum 
der deutschen Medienpolitik”; for a response, see Kai Burkhardt, “Aus der Mottenkiste,” Medienkorrespondenz, 
December 19, 2014; for further criticism and suggestions, see Otfried Jarren, “Kommunikationsrat für Facebook, 
Google & Co?,” Schrader Stiftung, May 4, 2018; Christoph Bieber, Leonhard Dobusch, and Jörg Müller-Lietzkow, “Die 
Internetintendanz,” Medienkorrespondenz, April 28, 2019.

56 Hamburgischer Senator für Kultur und Medien, “Neuer Medienstaatsvertrag 2020 ersetzt Rundfunkstaatsvertrag,” 
hamburg.de, November 6, 2020; Carsten Brosda and Wolfgang Schulz, “Aufruf an die Bundesländer: Wir brauchen 
eine neue Medienpolitik,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, June 10, 2020; nonetheless, Brosda is critical of the DSA 
oversight structure, see Carsten Brosda, “Rede beim Mediendialog 2022,” hamburg.de, May 3, 2022; Jürgen Braut-
meier, “Mehr Mut: Moderne Medienregulierung ist möglich,” Medienkorrespondenz, February 20, 2015; Anja Zimmer, 
“Wie Medienvielfalt zukunftsfest machen? 20 Bausteine für eine konvergente Medienregulierung” ( Bonn: Friedrich-
Ebert-Stiftung, March 2022 ).

57 Hans Hege, “Zukunft der Medienpolitik: Warum keine Medienagentur?,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, June 23, 
2020; for earlier criticism, see also Stefan Niggemeier, “Was ist noch zeitgemäß?,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonn-
tagszeitung, May 3, 2015.

58 SPD, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, and FDP, “Mehr Fortschritt wagen: Bündnis für Freiheit, Gerechtigkeit und Nachhaltig-
keit,” 126.

https://background.tagesspiegel.de/digitalisierung/jugendschutzgesetz-neu-aber-auch-besser
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/das-kalkulierte-vakuum-der-deutschennbspmedienpolitik.html
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/das-kalkulierte-vakuum-der-deutschennbspmedienpolitik.html
https://www.hans-bredow-institut.de/uploads/media/default/cms/media/lez8f8q_HBI_Stellungnahme2MStV.pdf
https://www.hans-bredow-institut.de/uploads/media/default/cms/media/lez8f8q_HBI_Stellungnahme2MStV.pdf
https://www.bpb.de/shop/zeitschriften/apuz/32162/das-ende-der-rundfunkpolitik/
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/das-kalkulierte-vakuum-der-deutschennbspmedienpolitik.html
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/das-kalkulierte-vakuum-der-deutschennbspmedienpolitik.html
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/aus-der-mottenkiste.html
https://www.schader-stiftung.de/themen/kommunikation-und-kultur/fokus/schader-dialog/artikel/kommunikationsrat-fuer-facebook-google-co/
https://www.schader-stiftung.de/themen/kommunikation-und-kultur/fokus/schader-dialog/artikel/kommunikationsrat-fuer-facebook-google-co/
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/die-internetintendanz.html
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/die-internetintendanz.html
https://www.hamburg.de/pressearchiv-fhh/14580914/neuer-medienstaatsvertrag-tritt-in-kraft/
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/medien/aufruf-an-die-bundeslaender-wir-brauchen-eine-neue-medienpolitik-16808016.html
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/medien/aufruf-an-die-bundeslaender-wir-brauchen-eine-neue-medienpolitik-16808016.html
https://www.hamburg.de/bkm/wir-ueber-uns/16141494/mediendialog-hamburg-2022/
https://www.medienkorrespondenz.de/leitartikel/artikel/flexible-prozeduren.html
https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/a-p-b/19066.pdf
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/medien/vorschlag-fuer-eine-neue-medienpolitik-eine-agentur-fuer-zentrale-fragen-16827015.html?printPagedArticle=true#pageIndex_2
https://www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf
https://www.spd.de/fileadmin/Dokumente/Koalitionsvertrag/Koalitionsvertrag_2021-2025.pdf
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In addition to the DSA, there are at least half a dozen other general or sector-spe-

cific laws with links to tech regulation ( see figure 6 ). Without claiming to provide a 

complete and critical analysis, the following legislative projects have recently been 

completed or are about to be completed at the EU level alone:

Figure 6: EU proposals on platforms, AI and data economcy ( apart from the DSA )

( Proposed ) Law Status One important 
issue covered in 
the law

Responsibility 
at the national 
level

Own EU-wide 
body?

Platform-to- 
Business ( P2B ) 
Regulation

In force since 
July 12, 2020

Creates 
 transparency 
on rankings for 
online market-
places

Member states 
must ensure 
enforcement 
( Germany: No 
enforcement 
by authorities, 
but via civil law 
instruments )

⛔

Terrorist Content 
Online ( TCO ) 
Regulation

In force since 
June 7, 2022

Creates 
 enhanced due 
diligence for 
 online platforms 
on terrorist 
content

Member states 
must designate 
bodies respon-
sible for super-
vision ( Germany: 
BNetzA, BKA )

⛔

Digital Markets 
Act ( DMA )

Passed, in force 
from May 2023

Creates 
 interoperability 
between mes-
senger services

Competition 
authorities 
( Germany: Mainly 
BKartA )

✔ ( Digital 
Markets Advisory 
Committee )

Reform of the 
E-Privacy-Regu-
lation

Trilogue 
 negotiations

Should facilitate 
use of cookies 
on platforms and 
websites

Data protection 
authorities

⛔

Data Governance 
Act ( DGA )

Commission 
draft from 
 November 25, 
2020

Should enable 
provision of 
 public sector 
data

Member states 
must designate 
competent 
authorities

✔ ( European 
Data Innovation 
Board )

Artificial 
 Intelligence Act 
( AI Act )

Commission 
draft from  
April 21, 2021

Should prohibit 
certain uses of AI

Member states 
must designate 
competent 
 bodies ( Oversight 
to lie with finan-
cial authorities, 
among others )

✔ (  European 
Artificial 
 Intelligence 
Board )

Regulation on 
transparency 
of political 
 advertising

Commission 
draft from 
 November 25, 
2021

Should expand 
information 
requirements for 
online platforms 
for political 
advertising

For certain parts 
DSC possible; 
for other parts: 
data protection 
authorities

? ( National 
“ contact points” 
are supposed to 
work together; 
could be institu-
tionalized )
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Data Act Commission 
draft from 
 February 23, 
2022

Should facilitate 
switching 
between data 
processing 
services

Member states 
must designate 
competent 
authorities

⛔

Directive on 
corporate 
 sustainability 
due diligence

Commission 
draft from  
February 23, 
2022

Provides for 
civil liability for 
companies when 
malfeasance 
exists in their 
supply chain

Member 
countries must 
designate com-
petent bodies 
( Existing German 
supply chain 
law has BAFA as 
oversight body )

✔ ( European 
Network of 
Supervisory 
Authorities )

Directive on 
 combating 
violence 
against women 
and  domestic 
 violence

Commission 
draft from  
March 8, 2022

Seeks to ensure 
that cyber-stalk-
ing and other 
online-related 
offenses are 
punishable 
across the EU

Member states 
must designate 
competent 
bodies

⛔ ( National 
“ contact points” 
are supposed to 
work together )

European Media 
Freedom Act

Commission 
draft from 
 September 16, 
2022

Should 
 protect media 
 pluralism and 
 independence

Media regulators ✔ ( Institution-
alization of 
ERGA to become 
 European 
Board for Media 
 Services )

Even this non-exhaustive list shows how important knowledge regarding online 

platforms, data, algorithmic systems and data-based business models will be for 

enforcing many different laws. In some cases, the draft legislation provides for new 

supervisory structures; in others, explicit references are made to the DSA and the 

DSC, respectively. The latter is the case, for example, for the draft on online political 

advertising. A strong DSC could also build up expertise in this area. There are also 

links to the planned “Artificial Intelligence Act” and the P2B Regulation, for which 

regulatory oversight is currently lacking altogether.

So, there is experience with weak oversight of EU rules. There has been a reform 

backlog on platform oversight in Germany for years. There are several EU legislative 

projects for the data economy that require suitable oversight structures. There is no 

body in Germany that can easily take on all the tasks of platform supervision. Now, 

with the DSA, there is a law that, by calling for a DSC, can provide the impetus to look 

at all these developments together and create a strong, new authority that pools 

and develops competences. To view the DSC only as a type of forwarding body would 

disregard all these developments.
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4.3. Why a minimal DSC is not enough

The DSC could be set up to perform only those tasks directly assigned to it and oth-

erwise act in a coordinating capacity. Most DSA enforcement and supervisory tasks 

would thus be left to other authorities. At first, this sounds sensible because exist-

ing authority structures can be used and a variety of regulatory approaches can be 

applied. Precisely because existing structures can be used, it may seem less bur-

densome and costly to set up the DSC as a kind of secretariat or forwarding office. 

The DSC would need fewer staff and no extensive organizational structures would 

have to be built up, so that it might be able to be operational more quickly.

However, it is a fallacy to think that building a mini-DSC is cheap. For one, even such 

a weak DSC would need to be able to vet researchers requesting data access, use 

data and act as a complaints office. Resources are needed to do this. In addition, 

to fulfill the other enforcement functions of the DSA, there would still need to be 

investment in German platform oversight, just at existing authorities rather than a 

separate body. The argument that a DSC as a secretariat would keep German admin-

istrative structures leaner is thus invalidated. Instead, resources would be needed 

in many different places at all political levels, which would entail the risk of costly 

duplicate structures. There is also the risk that there is little incentive to build up 

technical expertise at the DSC for the assigned tasks and for platform supervision 

in general. The DSC would thus not be a body that helps shape the online space but 

would have to rely on others to do so. A DSC with weak expertise and equipped only 

for a minimum of the intended tasks also risks being overshadowed in its coordi-

nation duties both by established, large authorities as well as big companies. This 

also applies to its role at the European level, where it would probably not be able to 

act as a strong force vis-à-vis the Commission and in the European Board for Digital 

Services.

A mini-DSC would challenge the status quo of German platform oversight much 

less so than building up and pooling competences in a separate body would. While 

several authorities would have to take on new tasks from the DSA, the structure of 

German platform supervision would not be altered significantly. For some, this may 

be an advantage because no authority would feel deprived of its power. However, 

even without the creation of new structures, some oversight tasks will move to the 

Commission with the DSA. Thus, it is not the case that a minimal DSC ensures that 

powers remain with existing agencies. Perhaps such a design could avoid disputes 

over who cedes what authority to a new body. But even this is doubtful, because con-

flicts of interest can still arise between the various authorities, and these conflicts 

harbor the danger of blockades and turf battles, especially with a weak DSC. Stalled 

enforcement of the DSA could be the result. Finally, and most fundamentally, stick-

ing with the status quo, even if there were no major conflicts, would further delay the 

reforms of digital oversight structures that have been needed for years and would 

fail to recognize that separate oversight structures for platforms are necessary.
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5. Outlook
How the German DSC will be designed is both a technical and a political question. 

German lawmakers are thus faced with a landmark decision. They have the chance to 

ensure a “transparent and safe online environment” for millions of people by build-

ing a strong DSC. Never before has there been such a comprehensive, specialized 

EU-wide regulatory framework for platforms, online marketplaces and other digi-

tal services. National authorities in EU member states will play a key role in imple-

menting the new rules in cooperation with the Commission. To contribute to a strong 

European platform supervision in the best possible way, Germany should create a 

well-equipped, independent authority as a DSC that pools existing competencies, 

builds up new ones and can thus focus holistically on platform oversight. Setting up 

a mini-DSC primarily as a forwarding office is clearly not advisable. This apparent 

solution would fail to recognize the important oversight tasks that the DSC assumes 

and would entrench the fragmented platform supervision structures in Germany.

Because the DSC is of such central importance and the implementation of the DSA 

will affect almost all people and companies in Germany, these issues should be dis-

cussed publicly. Debates in parliament, in the media and in civil society can help to 

gather positive examples and ideas for strong platform oversight in Germany.
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Appendix: German institutions with connections 
to platform oversight and their strengths and 
weaknesses
The following overview maps some of the German institutions and laws touching 

upon platform regulation. It does not only highlight entities that are eligible to be a 

DSC or actively seek out this role. The DSC must be an “authority”, which is why as-

sociations without the status of a government authority, for example, are ruled out. 

Still, some associations are included in this analysis because the list is intended to 

show how many different issues the DSA touches. The overview does not claim to 

be exhaustive: There are many other agencies in Germany that deal with the topics 

of the DSA in a broader sense. For example, customs plays a role in dealing with 

counterfeit or unsafe products, as do authorities at the state level – here, too, there 

could be links to the DSA. When it comes to algorithmic discrimination, the Feder-

al Anti-Discrimination Agency ( “Antidiskriminierungsstelle des Bundes”, ADS ) could 

also be relevant ( and again, there are similar agencies at the state level ). The Fed-

eral Office for Economic Affairs and Export Control ( “Bundesamt für Wirtschaft und 

Ausfuhrkontrolle”, BAFA ) is required to conduct risk-based audits of companies to 

monitor their compliance with due diligence requirements on their supply chains59, 

which could be linked to the risk assessments required by the DSA. Private sector 

organizations could also contribute to the implementation of the DSA, such as the 

company TÜV Rheinland regarding standardization and auditing.60 There are also 

laws, compliance with which has not yet been monitored by an authority, that play a 

role in considerations of the DSA: For example, the P2B regulation has already intro-

duced transparency regulations and obligations to explain algorithms for platforms 

that have commercial users. However, Germany has not appointed a competent au-

thority for this, but leaves enforcement to the courts.

In total, the following pages contain explanations and assessments of eleven insti-

tutions. In addition to some facts and figures, the profiles also provide analyses of 

the bodies' structures as well as their strengths and weaknesses with regard to the 

tasks of the DSC. The core result of this analysis is shown in the following table. No 

agency fulfills both of the two basic requirements for the DSC, namely having a fed-

eral-level focus on platform oversight and being an independent authority.

59 Many thanks to Anna Würth and Melanie Wündsch for this hint.
60 Many thanks to Alexander Ritzmann for this hint. Regarding possible risks on auditing algorithms, see Mona Sloane, 

“The Algorithmic Auditing Trap,” OneZero, March 17, 2021; Julian Jaursch, “Why The EU Needs To Get Audits For Tech 
Companies Right,” Techdirt, August 19, 2021; Hans-Jakob Schindler, “Proposed EU Digital Services Act ( DSA ): Pro-
visions Concerning Auditing and Recommendations for Strengthening This Mechanism” ( Berlin: Counter Extremism 
Project, June 7, 2021 ); more generellay on artificial intelligence, see Leonie Beining, “Vertrauenswürdige KI durch 
Standards? Herausforderungen bei der Standardisierung und Zertifizierung von Künstlicher Intelligenz” ( Berlin: 
Stiftung Neue Verantwortung, October 2020 ).

https://onezero.medium.com/the-algorithmic-auditing-trap-9a6f2d4d461d
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20210818/16443447385/why-eu-needs-to-get-audits-tech-companies-right.shtml
https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20210818/16443447385/why-eu-needs-to-get-audits-tech-companies-right.shtml
https://www.counterextremism.com/sites/default/files/2021-06/CEP_Proposed%20Digital%20Services%20Act_Recommendations%20for%20strengthening%20auditing%20regime_060721.pdf
https://www.counterextremism.com/sites/default/files/2021-06/CEP_Proposed%20Digital%20Services%20Act_Recommendations%20for%20strengthening%20auditing%20regime_060721.pdf
https://www.stiftung-nv.de/sites/default/files/herausforderungen-standardisierung-ki.pdf
https://www.stiftung-nv.de/sites/default/files/herausforderungen-standardisierung-ki.pdf
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Does the institution have a 
federal-level focus on platform 
oversight?

Is the institution independent 
from the federal government?

Federal Office of Justice Yes No

Federal Office for Information 
Security

No No

Federal Institute for 
 Occupational Safety and Health

No No

Federal Commissioner for Data 
Protection and Freedom of 
Information

No Yes

Federal Cartel Office No Partly

Federal Network Agency No Partly

Federal Agency for Youth Media 
Protection

No No

German Institute for Human 
Rights

No Yes, but it is not an authority

German Association for 
 Voluntary Self-Regulation of 
Digital Media Service Providers

No Yes, but it is not an authority

State media authorities No Yes

Federation of German Consumer 
Organisations

No Yes, but it is not an authority
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Federal Office of Justice ( BfJ )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

Yes

Responsible for NetzDG rules on content  moderation

No

Under technical and legal supervision of the Federal 
Ministry of Justice ( “Bundesministerium der Justiz”, 
BMJ ) and part of its budget

Short  analysis Experience with some rules from the DSA similar to those from German NetzDG; 
however, few links to the DSA's specific due diligence requirements

Example for platform 
oversight

Fine proceedings against Facebook for inadequate transparency reports and 
reporting mechanisms ( 2019–2021 )

➕ • Platform oversight under development, therefore DSC powers partially given and 
some experience with, e.g., transparency reports, reporting mechanisms, points 
of contact

• Experience as a arbitration board

➖ • So far little clout in own proceedings ( Facebook has delayed penalty payment for 
a long time; Telegram is slow to respond at all )

• Limited concept for platforms under NetzDG ( only social networks and video 
platforms )

• Self-reporting by platforms as to whether they fall under NetzDG

• Little expertise on DSC tasks aside from transparency reports and 
 notice-and-action mechanisms

• Historically narrow focus on administrative and registry tasks, not oversight

• Subordinate to BMJ, thus not “fully independent” 🚩

• No European networking

Political level Federal

Organizational form Higher federal authority ( “Bundesoberbehörde” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

� 

• Network Enforcement Act ( “Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz”, NetzDG )

European network None

Founded 2007

Budget ( 2021 ) 101,144,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

1,064.4

https://www.bundesjustizamt.de/en
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Federal Office for Information Security ( BSI )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No No

Under technical and legal supervision of the 
Federal Ministry of the Interior and Community 
( “ Bundesministerium des Innern und für Heimat”, 
BMI ) and part of its budget

Short analysis Technical expertise on cybersecurity and ( more recently ) focus on consumer pro-
tection could be valuable for DSC

Example for platform 
oversight

n/a

➕ • Expertise in technical investigations on IT security as well as certification of IT 
systems/components

• DSC competences largely in place

• Experience in exchanges with online platforms on IT security in elections

• Experience in coordination with government agencies and private sector

• Service center and reporting forms for security incidents available ( but no 
complaints office ) 

➖ • Few thematic links to topics of the DSA

• Subordinate to the BMI, therefore not “completely independent” 🚩

Political level Federal

Organizational form Higher federal authority ( “Bundesoberbehörde” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

� 

• BSI Act

• IT Security Law 2.0 ( “IT-Sicherheitsgesetz 2.0” )

� 

• Directive on a high common level of security of network and information systems 
( NIS Directive )

European network None; cooperation with European Union Agency for Cybersecurity ( ENISA )

Founded 1991

Budget ( 2021 ) 197,160,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

1,550.7

https://bsi.bund.de/en
http://www.enisa.europa.eu/
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Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health ( BAuA )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No No

Under technical and legal supervision of the Federal 
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs ( “Bundesmin-
isterium für Arbeit und Soziales”, BMAS ) and part of 
its budget

Short analysis Expertise on product security in online commerce can support DSC, because DSA 
also relates to products ( not just content ) on the web

Example for platform 
oversight

n/a

➕ • Technical expertise on risk assessments of products

• Exchange with other German authorities established at several political levels, 
as market surveillance also takes place at state level

• Networking with market surveillance bodies at EU level and with Commission

➖ • Few thematic links to topics of the DSA

• So far hardly any focus specifically on platforms ( if, then mainly on online 
marketplaces and not social networks )

• No complaints office

• Subordinate to the BMAS, therefore not “completely independent” 🚩

Political level Federal

Organizational form Higher federal authority ( “Bundesoberbehörde” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

� 

• Product Safety Act ( “Produktsicherheitsgesetz”, ProdSG )

� 

• Market surveillance regulation

European network Network of national focal points from European Agency for Safety and Health at 
Work ( EU-OSHA )

Founded 1996

Budget ( 2021 ) 79,299,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

619.5

https://www.baua.de/en
https://osha.europa.eu/
https://osha.europa.eu/
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Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and   
Freedom of  Information ( BfDI )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No

Data protection oversight split between state and 
federal levels in Germany: BfDI at the federal level 
separate from 16 state data protection authorities 
( responsible for oversight over the private sector in 
the respective state )

Yes

Short analysis Experience in enforcing EU data protection law valuable to DSC; however, few links 
to the DSA's specific due diligence obligations

Example for platform 
oversight

[Data protection agency at state level, i.e., not by BfDI:] Fine proceedings against 
Facebook for breach of duty to appoint a data protection officer ( Hamburg, 
2019–2020 )

➕ • Format as supreme federal authority comes close to “complete independence”

• DSC competences in place

• Some state data protection authorities: Many years of experience in overseeing 
large platforms

• ( Especially at the state level: ) Thematic links to data-based recommendation 
systems, use of ( sensitive ) data in online advertising, partly also design issues 
and risk assessments

• Experience in intra-German coordination due to federal system

• Exchange with other German authorities established

• Complaints body in place

• Experience in implementing EU law ( GDPR )

• Networking with data protection authorities at EU level and with Commission

➖ • Federal level mainly responsible for data protection at public authorities and only 
partly responsible for data protection in private sector ( responsibility lies at state 
level except for postal and telecommunications service providers )

• High coordination effort within the data protection conference

• Severe lack of resources already with GDPR 🚩

• Weakened by long-delayed political decision to institutionalize data protection 
conference/centralization

Political level Federal

Organizational form Supreme federal authority ( “Oberste Bundesbehörde” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

" 

• General Data Protection Regulation ( GDPR )

https://www.bfdi.bund.de/EN/Home/home_node.html
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/EN/Home/home_node.html
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European network European Data Protection Board ( EDPB )

Founded 1978

Budget ( 2021 ) 28,551,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

234.0

https://edpb.europa.eu/edpb_en
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Federal Cartel Office ( BKartA )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No Partly

Under technical and legal supervision of the 
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate 
Action ( “Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und 
Klimaschutz”, BMWK ), but independent Decision 
Devisions

Short analysis Experience in enforcing EU competition law and overseeing large online platforms, 
which is valuable for DSC; however, few links to the DSA's specific due diligence 
requirements

Example for platform 
oversight

Proceedings against Facebook on suspicion of abuse of market power due to data 
 protection violations ( since 2016 )

➕ • DSC competences in place

• Experience in enforceming ( EU ) law against large companies, including platforms

• Knowledge in market analysis, determining the size of companies

• Exchange with other German authorities established

• Networking with competition authorities at EU level and with Commission

➖ • Few direct thematic links to topics of the DSA ( more likely DMA ) 🚩

• Subordinate to BMWK, therefore not “completely independent” ( even if Decision 
Divisions are more independent )

• No complaints body in place

• Growing responsibilities in consumer protection, but still little formal authority in 
this area

Political level Federal

Organizational form Higher federal authority ( “Bundesoberbehörde” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

& 

• Competition Act ( “Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen”, GWB )

' 

• Digital Markets Act ( DMA )

• Directive to Empower Competition Authorities ( ECN-Plus Directive )

European network European Competition Network ( ECN )

Founded 1958

Budget ( 2021 ) 43,523,000

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

413.9

https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/en
https://ec.europa.eu/competition-policy/european-competition-network_en
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Federal Network Agency for Electricity, Gas, Telecommunications, 
Posts and Railway ( BNetzA )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No Partly

Under technical and legal supervision of the Federal 
Ministry for Digital and Transport and the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action 
( “Bundesministerium für Digitales und Verkehr”, 
BMDV; “Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und 
Klimaschutz”, BMWK ), but independent Ruling 
Chambers

Short analysis Talked about as DSC, has experience in enforcing EU law and expanding ist scope 
to include digital issues; historically focused on sector-specific supervision of, 
among others, postal services, telecommunications

Example for platform 
oversight

Complaint form for consumers in case of geoblocking in online stores ( since 2018 )

➕ • Experience in implementing EU law ( e.g., electronic communications, net neutral-
ity )

• Experience in supervising large companies

• Thematic links through involvement with, e.g., AI, monitoring of online 
 marketplaces

• DSC competences in place

• Knowledge in market analysis, determining the size of companies

• Complaints body in place, experience as consumer dispute resolution body

• Exchange with other German authorities established

• Networking at EU level, e.g., with other telecommunications regulators and with 
Commission

➖ • Historically narrow focus on electricity/network/telecommunications regulation 
despite expansion of jurisdiction to include digital issues

• Subordinate to BMWK, therefore not “completely independent” ( even if Ruling 
Chambers are more independent ) 🚩

• No wider focus on protection of fundamental rights

• Social networks, search engines have not featured heavily in oversight tasks

Political level Federal

Organizational form Higher federal authority ( “Bundesoberbehörde” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

+ 

• Telecommunications Act ( “Telekommunikationsgesetz”, TKG )

, 

• EECC Directive

https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/en
https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/en
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European network Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications ( BEREC )

Founded 1998

Budget ( 2021 ) 262,661,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

2,943.9

https://berec.europa.eu
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Federal Agency for Youth Media Protection ( BzKJ )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No No

Under technical and legal supervision of the Federal 
Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women 
and Youth ( “Bundesministeriums für Familie, 
 Senioren, Frauen und Jugend”, BMFSFJ ) and part of 
its budget

Short analysis Experience in exchanges with different bodies and companies ( including plat-
forms ) valuable for DSC

Example for platform 
oversight

n/a

➕ • Thematic links to due diligence, especially reporting systems

• Experience in exchange with platforms on youth protection topics

• Experience in institutionalized involvement of external experts ( in indexing 
process )

• Complaints office in place

• Exchange with other German authorities established, especially to media 
authorities ( statutory coordination mandate in the area of youth media 
protection )

➖ • Thematic links are limited to youth and child protection

• No DSC competences 🚩

• No European network in place so far

• Subordinate to BMFSFJ, therefore not “completely independent” ( although review 
board for indexing is not bound by instructions )

Political level Federal

Organizational form Higher federal authority ( “Bundesoberbehörde” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

0 

• Protection of Young Persons Act ( “Jugendschutzgesetz”, JuSchG )

European network None

Founded 2022; previous structure in place since 1954

Budget ( 2021 ) 6,024,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

70.0

https://www.bzkj.de/
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German Institute for Human Rights ( DIMR )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No Yes, but it is also not a government authority

“National human rights institution” according to 
UN's Paris Principles; part of German parliament's 
budget; members of associations are human rights 
 organizations as well as parliamentarians and 
 political foundations

Short analysis Expertise on fundamental rights protection valuable for DSC, because this is 
 emphasized in the DSA ( also links via UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights )

Example for platform 
oversight

n/a

➕ • Thematic links to corporate due diligence with a focus on the protection of 
fundamental rights

• Experience in dealing with human rights impact assessments

• No technical supervision by the federal government comes close to “complete 
independence”

• Networking with other human rights institutions at EU level

➖ • No DSC competences, no government authority 🚩

• No complaints body

Political level Federal

Organizational form Registered Association

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

4 

• DIMR Act

European network European Network of National Human Rights Institutions ( ENNHRI )

Founded 2001

Budget ( 2021 ) 3,115,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

36.5

https://www.institut-fuer-menschenrechte.de
https://ennhri.org/
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German Association for Voluntary Self-Regulation of Digital Media 
Service Providers ( FSM )

Does this organization focus specifically on platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
government?

No Yes, but it is also not a government authority

Registered association with companies as paying 
members ( e.g., Facebook, Google, Telekom, Micro-
soft, Netflix, Snap, Yahoo, ProSiebenSat.1 )

Short analysis Experience as a complaints body on content and expertise regarding protection of 
minors could support DSC

Example for platform 
oversight

Review of content on platforms that is not obviously illegal ( since 2020 )

➕ • Thematic links to youth media protection and content moderation, especially 
experience in reviewing possibly illegal content

• Complaints office as core task

• Close exchange with platforms, as some of them are members of the association

• Exchange with other German authorities established, especially media 
authorities

• Networking at EU level available

➖ • Narrow thematic focus on review of individual content within the framework of 
regulated self-regulation and on protection of minors from harmful media

• Association has platforms as members, therefore not “completely independent 🚩

• No DSC competences, no government authority

Political level Federal

Organizational form Registered Association

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

8 

• Interstate Youth Media Protection Treaty ( “Jugendmedienschutz-Staatsvertrag”, 
JMStV )

• Network Enforcement Act ( “Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz”, NetzDG )

European network Insafe und Inhope ( network for youth hotlines and ombudspeople )

Founded 1997

https://www.fsm.de/en
https://www.fsm.de/en
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/policy/insafe-inhope
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State media authorities ( LMA )

Does this organization focus specifically on  platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
 government?

No

Responsible for some platform rules, albeit at the 
state level ( joint bodies at the federal level are not 
authorities )

Yes

Short  analysis Talked about as DSC ( via joint body ), has experience in coordination tasks and 
recently in platform oversight; however, powers of individual institutions mostly 
limited to individual federal states and historically focus on supervision of TV/radio

Example for platform 
oversight

Hamburg/Schleswig-Holstein: Investigation against Google for possible 
 preferential treatment of content ( 2020 )

➕ • Thematic links to content moderation and recommendation systems, with a focus 
on media/opinion pluralism

• Format as institutions under public law comes close to “complete 
 independence”

• Experience with intra-German coordination due to federal system

• Recently given explicit responsibility for oversight of online platforms, so 
necessary powers largely in place and initial experiences gained

• Complaints body in place

• Experience with certifications ( from self-regulatory bodies )

• Exchange with other German authorities established

• Experience in implementing EU law ( AVMS Directive )

• Networking with media authorities at EU level

➖ • Historically narrow focus on TV/radio; relatedly, jurisdiction also limited to 
respective federal states 🚩

• Focus on basic rights given but rather narrow focus on media/opinion pluralism

• Coverage of platforms in MStV limited to social networks, search engines

• Lengthy coordination in committees that bring together all state media 
authorities

• Weakened by lack of political will for structural reforms despite MStV

• Varying ( budgetary ) strength of individual media authorities and generally 
relatively low budget, largely determined by broadcasting fee

Political level State

14 state media authorities have “Joint Management Office” as well as joint bodies 
such as Commission on Licensing and Supervision ( “Kommission für  Zulassung 
und Aufsicht”, ZAK ), Commission for the Protection of Minors in the Media 
( “Kommission für Jugendmedienschutz”, KJM ) at the federal level; state media 
authorities are under legal supervision by respective states ( e.g., Prime Minister or 
other legal supervisory places )

https://www.die-medienanstalten.de/en
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Organizational form Public law institution ( “Anstalt des öffentlichen Rechts” )

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

< 

• Interstate Media Treaty ( “Medienstaatsvertrag”, MStV )

= 

• Audiovisual Media Services Directive ( AVMS Directive )

European network • European Regulators Group for Audiovisual Media Services ( ERGA )

• European Platform of Regulatory Authorities ( EPRA )

Founded Mid-1980s to early 1990s

Budget ( 2021 ) 9,386,594 euros ( average of the 14 state media authorities )

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

32.5 ( average of the 14 state media authorities )

https://erga-online.eu/
https://www.epra.org
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Federation of German Consumer Organisations ( vzbv )

Does this organization focus specifically on  platform 
oversight at the federal level?

Is the institution independent from the federal 
 government?

No Yes, but it is also not a government authority

Funded in part by budget of former Federal Ministry 
of Justice and Consumer Protection ( “Bundesminis-
terium der Justiz und für Verbraucherschutz”, BMJV )

Short analysis Expertise in market monitoring, enforcing German/EU law could support work of 
DSC

Example for platform 
oversight

Lawsuits against Google for illegal clauses in privacy policy and terms of use 
( 2011–2019 )

➕ • Thematic links to algorithms, AI

• Experience in legal enforcement through lawsuits ( also based on EU law; also 
with a view to large online platforms )

• Comprehensive complaints system at state level

• Structured market analyses, including data preparation

• Networking at EU level

➖ • Hardly any DSC competences, no government authority 🚩

• Funding by federal government makes vzbv independent of companies, but 
creates dependencies on budget debates at federal level

Political level Federal

Organizational form Registered Association

vzbv = registered association as umbrella organization at the federal level for 16 
state consumer organizations and other consumer protection bodies as members;

Key legal basis for 
platform oversight

A 

• Act on Injunctive Relief ( “Unterlassungsklagengesetz”, UKlaG )

European network • Bureau Européen des Unions de Consommateurs ( BEUC )

• Consumer Protection Cooperation Network ( CPC )

Founded 2000

Budget ( 2021 ) 23,371,000 euros

Number of employees 
( 2021 )

174.7

https://www.vzbv.de/en
https://www.beuc.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/consumer-rights-and-complaints/enforcement-consumer-protection/consumer-protection-cooperation-network_en
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